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TIME REVERSAL OF FREE DIFFUSIONS I :
REVERSED BROWNIAN MOTION, REVERSED SDE AND FIRST
ORDER REGULARITY OF CONJUGATE VARIABLES
YOANN DABROWSKI
Abstract. We show that solutions of free stochastic differential equations with regular
drifts and diffusion coefficients, when considered backwards in time, still satisfy free SDEs
for an explicit Brownian motion and drift. We also study the stochastic integral part with
respect to this reversed free Brownian motion of canonical closed martingales. We deduce
that conjugate variables computed along a free Brownian motion, an example of such a
reversed martingale appearing in the definition of non-microstates free entropy, are in the
L
2 domain of corresponding free difference quotients for almost every time.
Introduction
In a fundamental series of papers, Voiculescu introduced analogs of entropy and Fisher in-
formation in the context of free probability theory. A first microstate free entropy χpX1, ..., Xnq
is defined as a normalized limit of the volume of sets of microstate i.e. matricial approxi-
mations (in moments) of the n-tuple of self-adjoints Xi living in a (tracial) W
˚-probability
space M . Starting from a definition of a free Fisher information Φ˚pX1, ..., Xnq and com-
puting it along a free Brownian motion, Voiculescu [33] also defined a non-microstate free
entropy χ˚pX1, ..., Xnq, known by the fundamental work [2] to be greater than the previous
microstate entropy, and believed to be equal (at least modulo Connes’ embedding conjec-
ture). For more details, we refer the reader to the survey [35] for a list of properties as well
as applications of free entropies in the theory of von Neumann algebras.
Recently, the study of stationary free Stochastic Differential Equations (free SDEs) enabled
progresses in either relating two quantities derived from free entropy, free entropy dimensions
δ0pX1, ..., Xnq and δ˚pX1, ..., Xnq in the microstates and non-microstates pictures [30, 8], or
in obtaining direct applications of finite free Fisher information to von Neumann algebras
[10]. The typical SDE solved in these approaches, first considered in [30] is
Y
piq
t “ Y piq0 ´
1
2
ż t
0
ξpiqs ds` Spiqt
where ξ
piq
s is the i-th conjugate variable of Y
piq
s ’s in the sense of [33] (this is the free analogue
of the score function), S
piq
t a free Brownian motion free with respect to Y
piq
0 . The first
general problem is that very few cases where ξ
piq
s are Lipschitz are known, and the only
known general solutions [9] are thus weak solutions, non-adapted to free Brownian motions.
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They are thus difficult to use in applications, for instance in [10], having strong solutions, or
even a solution built in a free product is absolutely crucial to get the stronger applications :
absence of Cartan subalgebras.
The good property of having stationary solutions, enabling to build trace preserving ho-
momorphism is thus payed by the price of very few examples known to be well-behaved
(since at this point a free version of recent results [18, 11] of strong solutions under weak
regularity seams out of reach). On the other hand, the definition of free entropy uses only
X
piq
t “ Xpiq0 ` Spiqt the simplest process, and instead of trying to modify the process consid-
ered, to make it reversible, it seems natural to try proving some reversibility of this given
process.
This is the spirit of the study of time reversal of diffusions in the classical case. Before
summarizing the classical literature, one can already say that one expects (and we will prove
later) that one needs to introduce the same conjugate variable to compensate the evolution
of Brownian motion backwards in time. Precisely, if X
piq
t “ XpiqT´t and ξ
piq
t the conjugate
variable computed in this variable, we will prove (propositions 18 and 19) there is a free
Brownian motion adapted to a natural filtration S
piq
t such that on r0, T s :
X
piq
t “ Xpiq0 ´
ż t
0
ξ
piq
s ds` Spiqt .
Since it is known from [33] that ξ
piq
t is a martingale in the reversed filtration, the main
application of the first paper in this series will be to the regularity of ξ
piq
t deduced from
computing the covariation of this martingale with stochastic integrals for S
piq
t . This will
enable us to prove (see Corollary 22) that for almost all t , ξ
piq
t P DpBtq the L2 closure of the
corresponding free difference quotient. We will give more applications to free entropy in the
spirit of [10] in the second part of this series.
Finally, since we are interested in more general processes than free Brownian motions (for
instance the free liberation process of [34] is also crucial for free entropy applications and
studied here in propositions 20 and corollary 24), we will find rather general conditions to get
an explicit SDE for the reversed process (cf. proposition 18 and assumption (C) in section
2.1).
Let us now explain the relation with classical works before summarizing the content of
this paper.
Consider a solution on r0, T s of a classical Markovian SDE driven by a classical Brownian
motion Bs :
Xt “ X0 `
ż t
0
bps,Xpsqqds`
ż t
0
σps,XpsqqdBs.
The problem of describing when Yt “ XT´t is not only a Markov process but also a
diffusion solving the same kind of SDEs was first raised by Nelson. His motivation came
to model Quantum Mechanics (which is reversible) in Stochastic Mechanics. [20, 21] found
that formally, there should be a correction of the drift by appropriate score function, i.e. Yt
should satisfy :
Yt “ Y0 `
ż t
0
bpT ´ s, Y psqqqds`
ż t
0
σpT ´ s,XpsqqdBs,
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with the new drift :
bjpT ´ s, yq “
ř
i∇ippσσ˚qjipsq
ps
pyq ´ bjpT ´ s, yq,
where pt is the density with respect to Lebesgue measure of pY1,t, ..., Yn,tq.
This problem was solved mathematically after a series of contributions [1, 12, 13, 22] and
the culmination is due to [19] where the reversed process is proved to satisfy the above
reversed equation in the sense of a martingale problem as soon as the reversed drift makes
sense with the integrability required in order to formulate the martingale problem (see also
[15] for later exploration in a more general Lévy process context)
More interesting for us, in an earlier work, [22] gave under stronger conditions an explicit
formula for the Brownian motion driving the time reversed process :
Bt “ BT´t ´BT ´
ż T
T´t
ř
i∇ipσipsq
ps
pXsqds.
Even though he used there enlargement of filtration methods, one can also check this is a
Brownian motion by a Levy Theorem known in the free case. This will be our approach. We
will take the right assumptions in order to have a formula for the reversed Brownian motion,
and then check it is indeed one by a free Levy characterization of free Brownian motion, the
first version dating back to [2].
Let us finally summarize the content of this paper.
Section 1 gathers preliminaries about free stochastic integration and free SDEs. Since
the reversed process is in general not known to be adapted to the filtration of the reversed
Brownian motion, we will especially need Ito calculus beyond [3] in this non-adapted context,
even with bad continuity properties of the filtration. [16] is an inspiration there and later
where non-commutative continuous time martingale techniques are needed. Section 1.2 will
thus clarify this question of Ito formulas. Section 1.3 will fix our setting for SDEs and specify
the stronger assumptions we need especially for the forward process. A straightforward
time dependent free Ito formula necessary to use PDE techniques is written in section 1.4.
Section 1.5 recalls basics on free entropy, appearing especially through properties of conjugate
variables, to check our theory applies in the most basic examples.
Section 2 contains the main results about the construction of the reversed process. We
first check the expected process to be a reversed free Brownian motion in section 2.1. Our
main assumption (C) used there contains either general properties for (variants of) conjugate
variables along our starting diffusion process and the assumption we can solve some PDE
that will be crucial to obtain martingales in the reversed filtration. This assumption does
not always require the forward process to be a strong solution, but almost. In our basic
examples, all those assumptions will be straightforward to check. These assumptions are
modeled on what we can get in these examples and in SDEs with regular coefficients we will
study elsewhere.
Section 2.2 is rather technical, it summarizes some Dirichlet form techniques we will need,
and prove the relation between forward and backward stochastic integrals in the case of
regular biadapted integrands. Combined together, this enables us in section 2.3 to prove this
relation in full generality in lemma 17 and then conclude that the reversed process satisfies
the right SDE in proposition 18. The Dirichlet form techniques are especially important to
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make valid the reversed SDE until time T (near time 0 in the original sense of time) where
the drift of the reversed process becomes typically more singular.
Section 3 deals with our first applications to free Brownian motion and liberation processes.
Section 3.1 checks our assumption (C) in these cases, mostly gathering known results. Section
3.2 study the regularity of closed reversed martingales starting at the algebra W ˚pXtq of a
single time, especially its covariation with stochastic integrals with respect to the reversed
free Brownian motion. Here again, our non-commutative Dirichlet form preliminaries are
crucial to obtain regularity of the projection of these martingales on the space of stochastic
integrals. This is what enables us to prove the stated regularity application to conjugate
variables computed on free Brownian motion in section 3.3 Finally, section 3.4 gives an
example of computation motivated by a question asked in free probability and demonstrating
where the reversed SDE is useful in concrete applications. This is in the case of liberation
of projections as in [6].
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Terminology. We work with tracial von Neumann algebras pM, τq, i.e. von Neumann
algebras M endowed with a faithful, normal, tracial state τ . We denote by }x}2 “ τpx˚xq1{2
the 2-norm associated to τ and by }x} the operator norm. We denote by ZpMq the center
of M , by UpMq the group of unitaries of M and by pMq1 “ tx P M | }x} 6 1u the unit ball
of M . We usually assume that M is separable.
If M and N are tracial von Neumann algebras, then an M-N bimodule is a Hilbert space
H endowed with commuting normal ˚-homomorphisms pi : M Ñ BpHq and ρ : Nop Ñ BpHq.
For x P M, y P N and ξ P H we denote xξy “ pipxqρpyqpξq. If M,N, P are tracial von
Neumann algebras, H and K beM-N and N -P bimodules, respectively, thenHbNK denotes
the Connes tensor product endowed with the natural M-P bimodule structure (see [25]).
For a tracial *-algebraM , we will write HpM, ηq the canonicalM´M bimodule associated
to the completely positive map η : M Ñ M (see e.g. [26, section 1.1.2], when M is a von
Neumann algebra, η will be assumed normal), i.e. the separation completion of M bM for
the scalar product xxb y, x1 b y1y “ τpy˚ηpx˚x1qy1q. We will still call 1b 1 the image of this
tensor in HpM, ηq.
1.2. Free Brownian motion and stochastic integrals. We recall here what is a free
Brownian motion relative to a subalgebra B and a completely positive map η : B Ñ B in
our finite von Neumann algebra pM, τq.
Thus B is a fixed von Neumann sub-algebra with its canonical τ -preserving conditional
expectation EB, η : B Ñ B a unital completely positive map, assumed to be τ -symmetric
(τpηpxqyq “ τpxηpyq) so that via Proposition 2.20 in [27] the associated B-semicircular
system is tracial. Given Bs be an increasing filtration of von Neumann algebras B Ă B0, we
will call adapted B-free Brownian motion of covariance η a family Sjs , j “ 1..., m, s ě 0 of
adapted processes such that pSjsqsět is Speicher’s Bs-Gaussian stochastic processes Xjs with
covariance given by EBtppSis ´ SitqbpSju ´ Sjt qq “ pps^ uq ´ tq1ti“juηpEBpbqq, for any s, u ě t,
b P Bt. Stated otherwise in the notation of [27] W ˚pBt, Sjs , s ě tq “ ΦpBt, η˜ ˝ EBq where
η˜ : B Ñ BpL2prt,8qqb lCmqbB given by x1rtsqb ei, η˜pbqp1rtuqb ejqy “ pps^uq´ tqηpbq1ti“ju
with pejq the canonical basis of lCm. It is well known that in this context W ˚ppSjsqsětq is free
with amalgamation over B with Bs.
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We will need the following free Paul Lévy’s characterization of a free Brownian motion,
proved in [2] for the case B “ lC and in [9] for the general case, using crucially [14].
Theorem 1. Let Bs be an increasing filtration of von Neumann algebras in a non-commutative
tracial probability space pM, τq Zs “ pZ1s , ..., Zms q, s P IR` an m-tuple of self-adjoint processes
adapted to this filtration Z0 “ 0 and :
(1) EBspZtq “ Zs
(2) Zt ´ Zs “ Ut,s ` Vt,s with τp|Ut,s|4q ď Kpt ´ sq3{2 and τp|Vt,s|2q ď Kpt´ sq2
(3) τpZkt AZ ltCq “ τpZksAZ lsBq` pt´ sq1tk“luτpAηpEBpCqqq` opt´ sq for any A,C P Bs.
Then Z is a B-free Brownian motion of covariance η.
As in [3] who wrote the case B “ B0 “ lC, we will consider stochastic integrals
şT
0
Us#dSs
defined for U P L2adpr0, T s,HpM, η ˝ EBqmq (ad means Us P HpBs, η ˝ EBqmq) and extending
linearly isometrically the elementary stochastic integral defined for Us “ 1rr,tqpsq b eiar b br,
ar, br P Br (ei meaning the value in the i-th component) by :ż T
0
Us#dSs :“ arpSpiqt ´ Spiqr qbr.
(Note, as in [2, p 18] that linear combinations of such U ’s are dense in L2adpr0, T s,HpM, η ˝
EBqm since they are first dense in continuous functions C0adpr0, T s,HpM, η ˝EBqmq and those
are dense because an adapted process Ut is approximated by U ˚ δnpsq “
ş1{n
0
dxδnpxqUs´x
the adapted time convolution with the continuous functions δnpxq “ nδpnxq for δ positive
continuous on r0, 1s of integral 1.)
We will need consequences of non-commutative Burkholder-Gundy inequalities (without
assumption on the filtration contrary to [4]). Fix p P r2,8r. Let Bap the subspace of L2
adapted processes such that
şT
0
xUs, Usyds,
şT
0
xU˚s , U˚s yds P Lp{2pMq, with norm
||U ||Bap “ max
ˆ
||
ż T
0
xUs, Usyds||p{2, ||
ż T
0
xU˚s , U˚s yds||p{2
˙
.
Recall that when Us “
ř
i eiai b bi, xUs, Usy “
ř
i a
˚
i ηpEBpb˚i biqqai and is then extend by
isometry to HpM, η˝EBqm with value in L1 We write HppM, η˝EBqm for the subspace where
these products xU, Uy, xU˚, U˚y are in Lp{2, with norm
}U}HppM,η˝EBqm “ maxp}xU, Uy}p{2, }xU˚, U˚y}p{2q.
Note that
şT
0
xUs, Usyds is also extended by isometry to L2adpr0, T s,HpM, η ˝ EBqmq.
We will need the following standard fact :
Lemma 2. Simple processes are dense in Bap , p P r2,8r.
Proof. As above for L2, U ˚δn is in C0adpr0, T s,HppM, η˝EBqmq. Note that in all our formulas,
U may be extended to 0 for negative time and time larger than T . Indeed, adaptedness is
obvious by choice of the support of δ, and we can show continuity for non-adapted processes.
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Take a, b PM and bound using sesquilinearity and Cauchy-Schwarz :
|τpa˚x
ż 1{n
0
dxδnpxqUy´x ´
ż 1{n
0
dxδnpxqUy1´x,
ż 1{n
0
dzδnpzqUt´zybq|
ď p
ż maxpy,y1q
minpy,y1q´1{n
dxpδnpy ´ xq ´ δnpy1 ´ xq2q1{2p
ż t
t´1{n
dxδnpt ´ xq2q1{2ˆ
p
ż y
y´1{n
dxx||Uxa||22q1{2p
ż t
t´1{n
dzx||Uzb||22q1{2
Let q with 2{p ` 2{q “ 1 then taking a sup over a, b P Lq of norm 1 one gets
||xU ˚ δnpyq ´ U ˚ δnpy1q, U ˚ δnptqy||p{2 ď p
ż maxpy,y1q
minpy,y1q´1{n
dxpδnpy ´ xq ´ δnpy1 ´ xq2q1{2ˆ
p
ż t
t´1{n
dxδnpt´ xq2q1{2||
ż y
y´1{n
dxxUs, Usyds||1{2p{2||
ż t
t´1{n
dxxUs, Usyds||1{2p{2.
Especially we got by duality (in the case y’ really negative so that U ˚ δnpy1q “ 0, and
t “ y) that the convolution is indeed in HppM, η ˝EBqm, and using also symmetric identities
and continuity of δ one also gets continuity of the convolution. Likewise, using
şT
0
dt||U ˚
δnptqa||22 ď
şT
0
dt
`ş
IR δnpy ´ xq||Uxa||2
˘2 ď `şIR δnpy ´ xq˘2 şT0 dt||Uxa||22 “ şT0 dt||Uxa||22 using
a convolution inequality for real valued functions and the assumption on δ, we get :
||
ż T
0
dtxU ˚ δnptq, U ˚ δnptqy||p{2 ď ||
ż T
0
dxxUs, Usyds||p{2.
Since continuous process are easy to approximate by simple processes, it suffices to check
U ˚ δn Ñ U in Bap . But by the continuity above of U ˚ δn in U , uniformly in n, it suffices to
check it on a dense space of U of non-adapted processes (and do the same with the adjoint of
U). This will be easier than the adapted case since we can use functional calculus. Verifying
convergence is easy on the space of continuous (non adapted) processes since U ˚ δnpsq ´
Upsq “ ş1{n
0
dxδnpxqpUs´x ´ Usq “
ş1{n
0
dxpτ´xU ´ Uqpsq and since ||pτ´xU ´ Uq||Bp Ñ 0
for U continuous. To prove density of continuous non-adapted processes the case p “ 2
by Hilbertian techniques (projection on finite dimensional space and reduction to the finite
dimensional value L2 space.
Thus let U P Bap and Un Ñ U in Ba2 with Un continuous.
For convenience we use the following embedding.
Consider N “M ˚B W pS,Bq where S is a semicircular of covariance η
U ÞÑ ps ÞÑ Us#Sq “ V pUq is clearly an L2 isometry to L2pr0, T s, L2pNqq Let E the
conditional expectation of L8pr0, T s, Nq to M Then şT
0
xUs, Usyds “ EpV pUq˚V pUqq so that
V pUq P LcppN, Eq (see e.g. [16, section 1.3] for the main property of this Lp M-module)
Thus let Xn,α “ V pUnpα{pα ` EpV pUnq˚V pUnqqqq1{2q so that ||EpX˚n,αXn,αq|| ď α so that
one deduces from convergence to Xα “ V pUpα{pα` EpV pUq˚V pUqqqq1{2q in Lc2pN, Eq, which
is easy using EpV pUnq˚V pUnqq Ñ EpV pUq˚V pUqq in L1, the convergence of Xn,α in LcppN, Eq
when nÑ8 by interpolation. The continuity of V ´1pXn,αq from the one of Un is also easy.
Thus the limit V ´1pXαq is in the closure of continuous functions, and letting α Ñ 8 one
gets the density result. 
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Let us now deduce the consequence for stochastic integrals :
Lemma 3. For any U P Bap , we have
şT
0
Us#dSs P LppMq.
Proof. As in [3, section 4.2] one deduces
şT
0
Us#dSs P Lp first for simple processes. Indeed, in
order to prove from Pisier-Xu non-commutative Burkholder-Gundy inequality that for any
simple process, we have :
(1) cp||U ||Bap ď ||
ż T
0
Us#dSs||p ď Cp||U ||Bap ,
it suffices to check that quadratic variations of simple processes converge inM to
şT
0
xU˚s , U˚s yds.
As in the proof of Ito’s formula in [3] we first detail the convergence in M for a, b, c, d P Bs
of
nÿ
k“1
apSs` k`1
n
pt´sq ´ Spiqs` k
n
pt´sqqbcpSs` k`1n pt´sq ´ S
pjq
s` k
n
pt´sqqdÑ pt´ sqaηEBpbcqdδti“ju.
We consider only the case i “ j and remove the indexes. Since for any free Brownian
motion (even if the filtration is not Brownian) Ss` k`1
n
pt´sq ´ Ss` k
n
pt´sq and Bs are free with
amalgamation over B, uk “ pSs` k`1
n
pt´sq´Ss` k
n
pt´sqqpbc´EBpbcqqpSs` k`1
n
pt´sq´Ss` k
n
pt´sqq are
free with amalgamation over Bs and so are vk “ pSs` k`1
n
pt´sq´Ss` k
n
pt´sqqEBpbcqpSs` k`1
n
pt´sq´
Ss` k
n
pt´sqq´ηpEBpbcqqpt´sq{nq. Since they have null conditional expectation on Bs either by
freeness with amalgamation or definition of the covariance Thus one can apply free Rosenthal
inequality [?, Proposition 7.1] with EBspu˚kukq “ ηEBrpbc ´ EBpbcqqηp1qpbc ´ EBpbcqqspt ´
sq2{n2 and get :
||
ÿ
k
pSs` k`1
n
pt´sq ´ Ss` k
n
pt´sqqpbc ´ EBpbcqqpSs` k`1
n
pt´sq ´ Ss` k
n
pt´sqq|| ď p4
t´ s
n
` 2t´ s?
n
q.
The second bound is again as in [3] using this time EBspv˚kvkq “ ηEBrpbc´EBpbcqqηp1qpbc´
EBpbcqqspt ´ sq2{n2:
||
ÿ
k
vk|| ď ||EBpbcq||p5t ´ s
n
` 2t´ s?
n
q.
One deduces the desired convergence.
From the density of simple processes and inequality (1), stochastic integral extends to Bap
and it has to agree with the case p “ 2. 
We now write Ito formula in this context :
Proposition 4. With the notation above, take U P Bap ,W P Baq , with 1{p` 1{q “ 1{2. Then
If Xs “
şs
0
Uv#dSv, Ys P
şs
0
Wu#dSu, UY,XW P Ba2 and :
XsYs “
ż s
0
pUvYv `XvWvq#dSv `
ż s
0
xUv,Wvydv,
Proof. UY,XV are clearly adapted. One can compute when U comes from a simple process
||UvYv||22 “ τpxUv, UvyYvY ˚v q ď τpxUv, UvyYvY ˚v ` pYT ´ YvqpYT ´ Yvq˚q “ τpxUv, UvyYTY ˚T
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where the martingale property is used in the last inequality, so that :
||UY ||2Bap “
ż T
0
||UvYv||22dv ď τp
ż T
0
dvxUv, UvyYTY ˚T q ď ||YT ||2q ||
ż T
0
dvxUv, Uvy||p{2 ď C2q ||U ||2Bap ||V ||2Baq .
This inequality thus extends to the case where U is not a simple process, and thus UY P Ba2 ,
the case of XW s similar. Since from [?, Proposition 2.2] using the notation of our proof of
lemma 2, one can write for some T PM , ||T || ď 1, şs
0
xUv,Wvydv as:
EpV pU1r0,ssq˚V pW1r0,ssqq “ EpV pU1r0,ssq˚V pU1r0,ssqq1{2TEpV pW1r0,ssq˚V pW1r0,ssqq1{2 and one
deduces from Hölder inequality :
||
ż s
0
xUv,Wvydv||2 ď ||U ||Bap ||V ||Baq .
Thus by continuity of both sides of the identity for the norms Bap ,B
a
q , it suffices to get
the simple process case, and the proof is similar to the one in [3], since we have already
computed the quadratic variation in our previous lemma.

We will also consider Ba8 (note the difference with [3]) the completion of adapted simple
processes for the norm
||U ||2Ba8 :“
ż T
0
||Us||2MbˆMds,
with pa b bq˚ “ b˚ b a˚. On this space the stochastic integral is expected to extend to
continuous map valued in M , but this requires at this stage supplementary assumptions as
follows :
Lemma 5. Assume either B “ lC or the filtration is the Brownian filtration i.e. Bs “
W ˚pSt, t ă s, B0q, then for any simple adapted process U valued in M bM :
|| şT
0
Us#dSs|| ď 3||U ||Ba8 . Thus the stochastic integral extends to a bounded map Ba8 Ñ M.
Proof. It is proved in [17, Corollary 1.10] that in the second case :
||
ż T
0
Us#dSs|| ď ||
ż T
0
m˝p1bpη˝EB˝mqb1qpU˚sbUsqds||1{2`||
ż T
0
m˝p1bpη˝EB˝mqb1qpUsbU˚s qds||1{2.
We have moreover the following concluding inequality :
||m ˝ p1b pη ˝ EB ˝mq b 1qpU˚s b Usq|| “ sup
||ξ||2ď1
xξ,m ˝ p1b pη ˝ EB ˝mq b 1qpU˚s b Usqξy
“ sup
||ξ||2ď1
||Us1b ξ}HpM,η˝EBq ď ||Us||2MbˆM .
In the case B “ lC, one can follow the proof of [4, Th 3.2.1] without assuming a strong
assumption on the filtration using only the property of the coarse correspondence. In this
case we actually prove
||
ż T
0
Us#dSs|| ď 2
?
2
ż T
0
||Us||2MbMopds.

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From this point, one can easily adapt the proof of Ito Formula from [4] to this context
(using [?, Proposition 7.1] instead of [?]), we only state the result and leave the proof to the
reader.
Proposition 6. Assume either B “ lC or the filtration is the Brownian filtration. Take
U P L2adpr0, T s,HpM, η ˝ EBqmq V P Ba8. Then If Xs “
şs
0
Uv#dSv, Ys P
şs
0
Vu#dSu,
UY, Y U,XV, V X P L2adpr0, T s,HpM, η ˝ EBqmq and :
XsYs “
ż s
0
pUvYv `XvVvq#dSv `
ż s
0
m ˝ p1b pη ˝ EB ˝mq b 1qpUv b Vvqdv,
YsXs “
ż s
0
pYvUv ` VvXvq#dSv ``
ż T
0
m ˝ p1b pη ˝ EB ˝mq b 1qpVv b Uvqdv.
Moreover, the quadratic variation converges in L2 :
nÿ
k“1
pXpk`1qs{n ´Xks{nqpYpk`1qs{n ´ Yks{nq ÑnÑ8
ż s
0
m ˝ p1b pη ˝EB ˝mq b 1qpUv b Vvqdv.
1.3. Setting for free SDEs and free markovianity. We will always consider the follow-
ing setting when we suppose given solutions of free SDEs
Assumption (A): Let B Ă A1, ..., An; α0pA1q, ..., α0pAnq Ă M be *-subalgebras
algebraically independent over B, a von Neumann subalgebra in pM, τq, for a ˚-
homomorphism α0 injective on B. A “ AlgpA1, ..., Anq the (abstract free) algebra
(over B) they generate with a canonical extension α0. We consider given in pM, τq p
B-free Brownian motion St “ pSp1qt , ..., Sppqt q of covariance η, free from M with amalga-
mation over B adapted to a filtration Ft ĄW ˚pα0pAq, Ss, s ď tq
(1) Assume given a densely defined real derivation δ : A Ñ pA b Aqp (real means
δipx˚q “ pδipxqq˚ with pa b bq˚ “ b˚ b a˚), δpBq “ 0.
(2) We assume given a family of *-homomorphisms αt : AÑ Ft, t P r0, T s.
(3) We also fix operators∆Q,s : AÑ L8pA, τ ˝αsq such that∆Q,spx˚q “ ∆Q,spxq˚ of
the form ∆Q,spxq “ δ˜spxq` 12
ř
im ˝ 1b η ˝EB ˝αsb 1pδib 1δipxq` 1b δiδipxqq,
with δ˜ “ řj δjpxq#Qj,s : A Ñ L8pA, τ ˝ αsq a derivation, with drift Qj,s P
L8pA, τ ˝ αsq such that s ÞÑ αspQj,sq P L1pr0, T s, LqpMqq for some q P r1,8q
(note also δ˜pBq “ 0).
(4) We assume without loss of generality Ft “ W ˚pαspAq, Ss, s P r0, tsqq so that
again without loss of generality αt extends to L
8pA, τ ˝ αsq. Moreover we
assume αt satisfies for any X P A :
αtpXq “ α0pXq `
ż t
0
dsαsp∆Q,spXqq `
ż t
0
αs b αspδpXqq#dSs.
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Assumption (B):
(1) Assume Assumption (A) with Qj “ Qj,s P A ( independent of s and so that we
can define ∆Q,s : AÑ A).
(2) We assume either B “ lC and the solution is freely markovian, i.e. for any t,
W ˚pαspAq, Ss, s P r0, T sq “ W ˚pαspAq, Ss, s P r0, tsq ˚W˚pαtpAqq W ˚pαspAq, Ss ´
St, s P rt, T sq or (if B ‰ lC) the solution is a strong solution, i.e. for any
t ď τ ď T : W ˚pαspAq, Ss ´ St, s P rt, τ sq “ W ˚pαtpAq, Ss ´ St, s P rt, τ sq so
that Ft “W ˚pA, Ss, s ď tq.
An application of Ito’s formula shows that the generator is compatible with the *-homomorphism
property.
Example 7. We have a first typical example in free probability where A “ BxX1, ..., Xny
(i.e. Ai “ BxXiy) δ “ pB1, ..., Bnq is the free difference quotient such that BipXjq “ 1b1ti“ju.
In this case, the equation in assumption (A) can be written :
αtpXiq :“ Xi,t “ α0pXiq `
ż t
0
dsQipXsq ` Spiqt .
A strong solution can be obtained for small time as in [4] at least for T small enough.
Example 8. We have a second typical example in free probability for Ai “ AlgpB,Biq
(whithout loss of generality Bi is an algebra) as above δ “ pδ1, ..., δnq is the derivation such
that δkpajq “ ´ipaj b 1tk“ju ´ 1tk“ju b ajq, aj P Bj , δkpbq “ 0, b P B(i “
?´1). In this case,
the equation of assumption (A.4) can be written for aj P Bj:
αtpajq “ α0pajq `
ż t
0
dsαspirQj , ajs ´ aj ` ηpEBpαspajqqqq ` i
ż t
0
rdSpjqs , αspajqs.
In this case, when Qj “ 0, the strong solution (necessarily unique by linearity of the
equation in this case) can be obtained using free unitary Brownian motions, i.e. solution U jt
of the linear SDE :
U
j
t “ 1´
1
2
ż t
0
U jsds` i
ż t
0
dSpjqs U
j
s .
An easy application of Ito formula gives αtpajq “ U jt α0pajqU j˚t , aj P Bj is a strong solution
which extends to ˚-homomorphism solution on A with αtpbq “ α0pbq, b P B
For consistency purposes, we check that the strong solution assumption is stronger than
the free markovianity assumption made when B “ lC :
Proposition 9. In the setting of assumption (A), a strong solution is always freely markov-
ian and its filtration is continuous.
Proof. By assumption we have Ft “ W ˚pαspAq, Ss, s P r0, tsq “ W ˚pA, Ss, s ď tq and
W ˚pαspAq, Ss ´ St, s P rt, T sq “ W ˚pαtpAq, Ss ´ St, s P rt, T sq. We have thus to show
FT “ Ft ˚W˚pαtpAqq W ˚pαtpAq, Ss ´ St, s P rt, T sq, and the continuity.
But by definition of a free Brownian motion for t ď u ď T Fu “ Ft˚W˚pBqW ˚pB, Ss´St, s P
rt, usq, so that by an explicit description of projections in L2 for free products XtăuăTFu “
Ft˚W˚pBqXtăuăTW ˚pB, Ss´St, s P rt, usq “ Ft. The last equality comes fromXtăuăTW ˚pSs´
St, s P rt, usq free with amalgamation over B with W ˚pB, Ss ´ St, s P rt, T sq in this same
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algebra, thus it equals W ˚pBq, by faithfulness. This gives the right continuity thus obviously
the continuity of the filtration.
The equality above defining the strong solution property of course especially also implies
W ˚pαtpAq, Ss´St, s P rt, T sq “W ˚pαtpAqq˚W˚pBqW ˚pB, Ss´St, s P rt, T sq so that by general
associativity properties of freeness with amalgamation Ft ˚W˚pαtpAqq W ˚pαtpAq, Ss ´ St, s P
rt, T sq “ Ft ˚W˚pαtpAqq W ˚pαtpAqq ˚W˚pBq W ˚pSs ´ St, s P rt, T sq “ Ft ˚W˚pBq W ˚pSs ´ St, s P
rt, T sq “ FT as expected.

1.4. A time dependent free Ito formula. In order to use free PDE’s dual to free SDE’s,
we will need a time dependent Ito formula. This is a mere adaptation of well-known results.
Let us first fix notation. Consider the setting of assumption (A). Note here we don’t assume
having a strong solution, since the results of this section will be applied to the reversed
process for which this is generally unknown.
We want to define C1 maps with value in the algebra A and for this we need a seminorm
consistent with all representations above. For X P Ai, we first write :
||X||Ai “ supt||αtpXq||BpL2pαtpAq,τqq, t P r0, T su.
From the assumed continuity of αtpXq (coming from (A.4)), this is obviously a C˚-norm.
Let us write Ai the completion of Ai for this C
˚ norm, and then A “ A1 ˚B ... ˚B An the
universal free product C˚ algebra with amalgamation over B (or rather its completion in
any of Ai).
We call C2pA1, ..., An : Bq the separation completion of the algebraic product AlgpA1, ..., Anq
in the norm
||X||C2 “ ||X||A `
ÿ
i
||δipXq||pAbˆAq `
ÿ
i,j
||pδi b 1qδjpXq||pAbˆAbˆAq ` ||p1b δiqδjpXq||pAbˆAbˆAq.
We write ι : AÑ C2pA1, ..., An : Bq the canonical (not necessarily injective) map.
In this way, it is easy to see δ extends to C2pA1, ..., An : Bq Ñ AbˆA and ∆Q,s extends to
a map from C2pA1, ..., An : Bq Ñ L8pA, τ ˝ αsq. We will also write τt the law on A coming
from τ restricted to αtpA1q, ..., αtpAnq Note that in the case of assumption (B) ∆Q,s actually
depends on time only through τs and extends to a map from ∆
τs
Q : C
2pA1, ..., An : Bq Ñ A.
We will also consider a space of C1 maps C1prs1, s2s, C2pA1, ..., An : Bqq, for s1 ď s2 ď T ,
defined as the completion of the space of C1 maps into A for the seminorm of C2pA1, ..., An :
Bq. The seminorm of the completion is given by :
||P ||C1prs1,s2s,C2q “ sup
tPrs1,s2s
ˆ
||Pt||C2 ` ||BPtBt ||C2
˙
.
[Note T is fixed and we defined functions on rs1, s2s involving a norm C2 involving all
the representations on r0, T s for latter notational convenience. Especially, in this way,
C1pr0, ss, C2pA1, ..., An : Bqqs » C1prT ´ s, T s, C2pA1, ..., An : Bqqs by change of time
s ÞÑ T ´ s.] We can now state our Ito formula :
Proposition 10. With the notation above assuming assumption (A), consider
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P P C1pr0, T s, C2pA1, ..., An : Bqq, t ÞÑ αtpPtq, then :
αtpPtq “ α0pP0q `
ż t
0
dsrαsp∆Q,spPsqq ` αspBPsBs qs `
ż t
0
αs b αspδpPsqq#dSs,
with the integral making sense in Lq for q as in assumption (A).
Proof. From fundamental Th. of calculus valued in the Banach space A we have :
Pt “ P0 `
şt
0
dsBPsBs , and we will apply αt to this equation.
If BPsBs were in A, our assumption would give :
αtpBPsBs q “ αsp
BPs
Bs q `
ż t
s
duαup∆Q,upBPsBs qq `
ż t
s
αu b αupδpBPsBs qq#dSu.
From the definition as a completion, and all the continuity of the maps, this equation easily
extends to the general case we now consider.
Moreover, from the continuity of αs and since
BPs
Bs is continuous in C
2pA1, ..., An : Bq, one
can easily apply Fubini Theorem :ż t
0
ds
ż t
s
duαup∆Q,upBPsBs qq “
ż t
0
duαup∆Q,up
ż u
0
ds
BPs
Bs qq,
and a stochastic variant (for which by isometry it suffices to apply a Fubini after computing
a scalar product with any stochastic integral):ż t
0
ds
ż t
s
αu b αupδpBPsBs qq#dSu “
ż t
0
αu b αupδp
ż u
0
ds
BPs
Bs qq#dSu.
Combining, our four equations and the equation for αtpP0q, we easily get the result.

1.5. Non-microstates free entropy and mutual information. Let us recall the defini-
tion of free entropy with respect to a completely positive map η : B Ñ B (assumed to be
τ -symmetric on B, for τ the given trace on B; i.e. τpbηpb1qq “ τpηpbqb1q) as in [28] (with a
change of normalization). This generalizes Voiculescu’s Non-microstates free entropy relative
to B corresponding to the case η “ τ .
We first define relative free Fisher information. Consider B Ă pM, τq ,and selfadjoint
elements X1, ..., Xn P pM, τq. We assume X1, ..., Xn algebraically free with B (maybe modulo
using lemma 3.2 in [28] after going to a (non-faithful) system with the same joint law) Then
the i-th free-difference quotient is defined as the unique derivation δi : BxX1, ..., Xny Ñ
HpBxX1, ..., Xny, η ˝EBq, such that δipbq “ 0, for b P B, δipXjq “ 1ti“jub 1. Looking at δi as
an unbounded operator L2pBxX1, ..., Xny, τq Ñ HpBxX1, ..., Xny, η ˝EBq, the i-th conjugate
variable ξipX1, ..., Xn : B, ηq is defined as δ˚i 1b 1 if it exists in L2pBxX1, ..., Xny, τq.
We then define Fisher information as
Φ˚pX1, ..., Xn : B, ηq :“
nÿ
i“1
||ξipX1, ..., Xn : B, ηq||22.
if all conjugate variable exists and `8 otherwise.
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Let Ss “ pSp1qs , ..., Spnqs q a B-free Brownian motion of covariance η free with amalgamation
over B with X “ pX1, ..., Xnq, and let Xt “ X`St. Then from [28, Proposition 3.12](variant
of [33, Corollary 3.9]) ξipXt;B, ηq exits and equals ξipXt;B, ηq “ EL2pBxXtyqrSpiqt s{t and also
from [28, Proposition 3.11](variant of [33, Proposition 3.7]) ξipXt;B, ηq “ EL2pBxXtyqrξipXs;B, ηqs
for 0 ă s ď t.
Especially, it is known (see [28, Proposition 4.9]) that t ÞÑ Φ˚pXt;B, ηq is decreasing, right
continuous, bounded by
n2τpηp1qq2p
ÿ
i
τpX2i q ` nτpηp1qqtq´1 ď Φ˚pXt;B, ηq ď nτpηp1qqt´1.
One then defines free entropy (with a corrected normalization) :
χ˚pX1, ..., Xm;B, ηq “ 1
2
ż 8
0
ˆ
nτpηp1qq
1` t ´ Φ
˚pXt;B, ηq
˙
dt` m
2
logp2pieqτpηp1qq,
We recall the mutual information defined in [34, section 14.3].
Consider B1, ..., Bn, B a bunch of (unital *-)algebras algebraically independent so that
Ai “ AlgpBi, Bq are algebraically free over B in a finite von Neumann algebra pM, τq,
a completely positive map. We define δBi:B1_...Bˆi..._Bn_B “ δi as the derivation on A “
A1_ ..._An (the algebra generated by Ai’s) δi : AÑ AbA such that δipaq “ ab 1´ 1b a
if a P Bi and δipaq “ 0 if a P Ak, k ‰ i or a P B. Seeing δi : L2pA, τq Ñ L2pA, τq b L2pA, τq
as a densely defined unbounded operator, the liberation gradient is defined as jpBi : B1 _
...Bˆi... _ Bn _ Bq “ δ˚i 1 b 1 P L2pA, τq if it exists. Then we define the liberation Fisher
information ϕ˚pB1, ..., Bn :q “
řn
i“1 ||δ˚i 1b 1||22.
Consider S
piq
t a free Brownian motion of free from A. Consider also U
piq
t as in example
8, the corresponding unitary Brownian motion, i.e. the solution of the free S.D.E. U
piq
t “
1´ şt
0
1
2
U
piq
s ds` i
şt
0
dS
piq
s U
piq
s .
Finally mutual information is defined by :
i˚pB1, ..., Bn : Bq “ 1
2
ż 8
0
ϕ˚pU p1qs B1U p1q˚s , ..., U pnqs BnU pnq˚s : Bq P r0,8s.
We recall key properties of [34], contained essentially in the proof of proposition 9.10.
Proposition 11. (i) jpU piqs BiU piq˚s : U p1qs B1U p1q˚s _ ... {U piqs BiU piq˚s ..._U pnqs BnU pnq˚s ;Bq ex-
ists for any s ą 0.
(ii) s ÞÑ ϕ˚pU p1qs B1U p1q˚s , ..., U pnqs BnU pnq˚s : Bq is decreasing right continuous and s ÞÑ
jpU piqs BiU piq˚s : U p1qs B1U p1q˚s _ ... {U piqs BiU piq˚s ... _ U pnqs BnU pnq˚s ;Bq is right continuous
with left limits and at most countably many discontinuity points (everything in L2
norm).
Proof. (i) is a consequence of [34, Proposition 9.4, Remark 8.10]
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(ii) From [34, Proposition 5.14] with τ replaced by EB in the conclusion, we deduce as for
its consequence proposition 5.13 that
jpU piqs BiU piq˚s : U p1qs B1U p1q˚s _ ... {U piqs BiU piq˚s ... _ U pnqs BnU pnq˚s ;Bq
“ jpU piqs BiU piq˚s : U p1qs B1U p1q˚s _ ... {U piqs BiU piq˚s ..._ U pnqs BnU pnq˚s _W ˚pU pjqt U pjq˚s , j, t ě sq;Bq.
Then, as in Proposition 5.1 there again, for t ą s, call δi the derivation associated with the
last conjugate variable, and Bi the one associated to the one in the next formula, we see Bi co-
incides with the restriction of δi#pU piqs U piq˚t bU piqt U piq˚s q so that ifEt “ EU p1qt A1U p1q˚t _..._U pnqt AnU pnq˚t _B
jpU piqt AiU piq˚t : U p1qt A1U p1q˚t _ ... {U piqt AiU piq˚t ..._ U pnqt AnU pnq˚t ;Bq
“ EtrU piqt U piq˚s jpU piqs BiU piq˚s : U p1qs B1U p1q˚s _ ... {U piqs BiU piq˚s ..._ U pnqs BnU pnq˚s ;BqU piqs U piq˚t s.
(2)
The stated decreasingness property follows. From free markovianity, Et above can be re-
placed by Eět “ EU p1qu A1U p1q˚u _..._U pnqu AnU pnq˚u _B,uět which is right continuous with left limits as
the corresponding filtration. The continuity statement for liberation Fisher information and
liberation gradients then follow from this and the continuity in M of U
piq˚
t .

2. Construction of the free diffusion for the time reversal
Let B Ă M0 Ă pM, τq separable and let pS1,t, ..., Sn,tq P M a free Brownian motion of
covariance η for η : B Ñ B symmetric ucp map, free from M0with amalgamation over B.
Let us consider the situation of assumption (B) and thus we assume given a freely mar-
kovian solution for X P A :
Xt :“ αtpXq “ α0pXq `
ż t
0
dsαsp∆Q,spXqq `
ż t
0
αs b αspδpXqq#dSs.
We want to describe the time reversed process X t “ XT´t as a semimartingale with respect
to the canonical reversed filtration (for any X P A). Let us consider ξs “ pξ1,s, .., ξn,sq “
pδ˚11b 1, ..., δ˚n1b 1q computed in W ˚pαT´spAqq
We first recall a lemma essentially due to Voiculescu [?] :
Lemma 12. In the setting of assumption (A.1), and assuming ξs “ pξ1,s, .., ξn,sq “ pδ˚11 b
1, ..., δ˚n1b 1q exists in L2pW ˚pαT´spAqqn as above then pAbAqp Ă Dpδ˚q and moreover for
any a b b P αT´spAq b αT´spAq:
δ˚i pa b bq “ aξi,sb´ rm ˝ p1b η ˝EBqpδipaqqsb´ arm ˝ pη ˝ EB b 1qpδipbqqs.
P):= Especially, αT´spAq Ă Dpδ˚s δsq and for any P P A :
∆spP q :“ δ˚s δspP q “ δspP q#ξs´
ÿ
i
rm ˝ p1b η ˝EB b 1qsppδi,sb 1qδi,spP q ` p1b δi,sqδi,spP qq.
Finally, for any Z P Dpδ¯sq X W ˚pαT´spAqq, there exists a sequence Zn P αT´spAq with
||Zn|| ď ||Z||, ||Zn ´ Z||2, ||δspZnq ´ δ¯spZq||2 Ñ 0.
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Proof. For Z P Dpδiq, it suffices to notice using the derivation property and then the realness
of the derivation :
xδipZq, ab byHpW˚pαT´spAq,ηEBq “ xδipa˚Zb˚q ´ δipa˚qZb˚ ´ a˚Zδipb˚q, 1b 1yHpW˚pαT´spAq,ηEBq
“ xZ, aξi,sbyHpW˚pαT´spAq,ηEBq ´ τpZ˚pm ˝ p1b ηEBqppδipa˚qq˚qqbq ´ τpZ˚apm ˝ η ˝ EB b 1pδipb˚qq˚q.
“ xZ, aξi,sb´ rm ˝ p1b η ˝EBqpδipaqqsb´ arm ˝ pη ˝ EB b 1qpδipbqqsy
Recall pcbdq˚ “ pd˚bc˚q so that we used by traciality τppa˚Zcq˚ηEBpd˚qq “ τpc˚Z˚aηEBpd˚qq “
τ rZ˚apm ˝ ηEB b 1qppc b dq˚qs, and a symmetric variant. Since δi are valued in A b A by
assumption, the second statement is now obvious. For the last statement see e.g. proposition
6 and remark 7 in [7].

2.1. Reversed free Brownian motion. We will need the following assumption (essentially
coming from [33] and [34] in cases of free Brownian motion and liberation processes as we
will see in the next section 3.1 bellow). To state one of the main assumptions using the
solution of a PDE, we use the notation of section 1.4.
Assumption (C):
(0) There is a dense countable lQ-subalgebra A of A such that αT´spA q is still a
core of δs for any s and the solution of our SDE satisfy assumption (B).
(1) s P r0, T q ÞÑ ξs is left continuous with right limits when seen as valued in
L2pMqn. Moreover it is continuous except on countably many points.
(2) DC ą 0, ||ξi,s|| ă C?T´s , s ă T
(3) DD ě 0, α ą 0@t ă s ă T, ||EW˚pX1,t,...,Xi,tqpξs,iq ´ ξt,i||2 ď Dps´ tqα 1?T´s .
(4) The filtration Fs is continuous.
(5) For s P r0, T q, the derivation δs defined on αT´spAq as δspαT´spXqq “ αT´s b
αT´spδpXqq extends to a densely defined closable derivation δˆs on Fs,alg “
AlgpB, αT´upAq, u ď s, ST´u ´ ST´sq in such a way that δˆspST´u ´ ST´sq “
0, u ă s, and with the adaptedness property : for t ě s, δˆspFs,alg X FT´tqq Ă
HpW ˚pFs,alg X FT´tq, ηEBq. Moreover, ∆ˆs “ δˆ˚s δˆs extends ∆s :“ δ˚s δs.Finally,
for any 0 ď s ď t ď T , Dpδˆsq Ă Dpδˆtq and there is some C ě 0 independent of
s, t such that, for any U P Dpδˆsq :
||δˆtpUq|| ď C||δˆspUq||.
(6) For any P P A, for any s ď T , there exists paths pKst pP q, LstpP qqtPr0,ss P
C1pr0, ss, C2pA1, ..., An : Bqq2 such that Kss pP q “ LsspP q “ P and for t ď s
we have, with ∆Q,t “ ∆τtQ, the equation in A :
BKst pP q
Bt `∆Q,tpK
s
t pP qq “ 0,
BLst pP q
Bt ´∆Q,T´tpL
s
t pP qq “ 0.
Remark 13. Note that the filtration Fs “ W ˚pXt, St, t ď s,X P Aq is obviously left con-
tinuous since W ˚pFu, u ă sq “ Fs since from the definition of Brownian motion and of the
solution Xt, St are continuous in M . Assumption (C.4) is mainly an assumption of right
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continuity. Likewise, note that F s “ W ˚pX t, ST ´ St, t ď s,X P Aq is also left continuous
for the same reason.
We start by proving an immediate consequence :
Lemma 14. Assumption (C) implies that for any P P A and s ď t :
||δT´spαspKtspP qq|| ď C||δT´tαtpP q||.
Proof. Using (C.6) and proposition 10
αtpP q “ αspKtspP qq `
ż t
s
δT´upαupKtupP qq#dSu.
Since KtupP q P C2pA1, ..., An : Bq it is easy to see δT´upαupKtupP qq#pSu`v ´ Suq P DpδˆT´uq
for v ě 0 and δˆT´urδT´upαupKtupP qq#pSu`v ´ Suqqs is orthogonal to HpFu, ηEBq. From
(C.5), δT´upαupKtupP qq#pSu`v ´ Suq P DpδˆT´sq, u ě s. From adaptedness, δˆT´spFT´s,alg X
Fuqq Ă HpW ˚pFT´s,alg X Fuq, ηEBq, one sees from the polynomial case that we also have
δˆT´srδT´upαupKtupP qq#pSu`v ´ Suqqs is orthogonal to HpFs, ηEBq. From the uniformity
of the constant C in pC.5q and closability, one extend this to stochastic integrals and
see
şt
s
δT´upαupKtupP qq#dSu P DpδˆT´sq with δˆT´sp
şt
s
δT´upαupKtupP qq#dSuq orthogonal to
HpFs, ηEBq. As a consequence, αtpP q P DpδˆT´sq and from the equation above
EHpFs,ηEBqpδˆT´spαtpP qqq “ δT´spαspKtspP qq and thus applying (C.5) again, one gets the
concluding inequalities :
||δT´spαspKtspP qq|| ď ||δˆT´spαtpP qqq|| ď C||δT´tpαtpP qqq||.

Let us define our tentative reversed free Brownian motion
Si,t :“ Si,T´t ´ Si,T `
ż t
0
dsξi,s.
The integral makes sense in Bochner’s sense by our assumption. and Si,t P M, t ă T . Note
that, from our assumptions, one deduces for u ă t:
||
ż t
u
dsξi,s||22 “
ż t
u
ds1
ż t
u
ds2τpξi,s1ξi,s2q “ 2
ż t
u
dspt´ sq||ξi,s||22 `
DCpt´ sqα`1
pα ` 1q?T ´ t
ď 2C2
ż t
u
ds
t´ s
T ´ s `
DCpt´ uqα`3{2
pα ` 1qpα` 3{2q?T ´ t “ Opt´ uq.
We now prove :
Proposition 15. With the notation above and under assumption (C.0,1,2,3,6), Si,tt P r0, T s
is a free Brownian motion relative to B of covariance η adapted to the filtration F s “
W ˚pB, αT´tpXq, X P A, t P r0, ss, Si,t, t P r0, ssq.
Proof. We will also write Fs “ W ˚pB, αtpXq, X P A, t P r0, ss, Si,t, t P r0, ssq We use Paul
Lévy’s Thm for free Brownian motion [9, 2] recalled in Theorem 1 above. We first check this
on r0, τ s for τ ă T . Fix t ą s.
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Of course Si,0 “ 0 and since Si,t ´ Si,s “ Si,T´t ´ Si,T´s `
şt
s
duξi,u. Using free marko-
vianity in Assumption (B.2), FT´s and Fs are free with amalgamation over FT´s X Fs “
W ˚pB, αT´spXq, X P Aq so that, since Si,t´Si,s P FT´s, we can compute EpSi,t´Si,s|F sq “
EpSi,T´t ´ Si,T´s `
şt
s
duξi,u|W ˚pαT´spAqq.
Using Proposition 10 and assumption (C.6), one gets for any X P A:
αT´spXq “ αT´spKT´sT´s pXqq “ α0pKT´s0 pXqq `
ż T´s
0
pαu b αuqpδpKT´su pXqqq#dSu.(3)
Write XT´sv “ α0pKT´s0 pXqq `
şv
0
pαu b αuqpδpKT´su pXqqq#dSu, for the version stopped at
v ď T ´ s. Comparing the equation above with its analogue on rv, T ´ ss, we easily get the
alternative formula : XT´sv “ αvpKT´sv pXqq.
By Ito formula again, if we consider the process YT´s “ Si,T´t ´ Si,T´s `
şt
s
duξi,u, for
T ´ s ě T ´ t, one can compute for any X P A:
YT´sαT´spXq “ ´
ż T´s
T´t
dSi,uX
T´s
u ´ YT´uαu b αupδpKT´su pXqqq#dSu
`
ż T´s
T´t
durξi,uXT´su ´mpηEBαuq b αuδpKT´su pXqqs
Taking the trace and using the definition of ξi,u one deduces :
τpYT´sαT´spXqq “ 0.
Thus, we have checked using the PDE in (C.6) the crucial martingale property, EpSi,t ´
Si,s|Fsq “ 0 as expected.
Then we have to estimate the L4 norm :
||Si,t ´ Si,s||4 ď 2
?
t´ s` || şt
s
duξi,u||4.
||
ż t
s
duξi,u||44 “
ż t
s
du4
ż u4
s
du1
ż u1
s
du2
ż u2
s
du34
ÿ
σPS3
τpξi,uσp1qξi,uσp2qξi,uσp3qξi,u1q.
so that , for s ď t ď τ ă T , using (C.3) to project the largest time u4 to the second largest
u1 using free markovianity, and then use (C.2) on other times, we get :
||
ż t
s
duξi,u||44
ď
ż t
s
du1
ż u1
s
du2
C?
T ´ u2
ż u2
s
du3
C?
T ´ u3
ˆ 24
ˆ
pt´ u1q||ξi,u1||22 `
CDpt´ u1qα`1
pα` 1q?T ´ t
˙
ď 12C2
ż t
s
du1pu1 ´ sq2 pt´ u1q
T ´ u1 ||ξi,u1||
2
2 ` 12C2pt´ sq2
CDpt´ sqα`1
pα ` 1q2?T ´ t
ď 12C2pt´ sq2
ż τ
0
du1||ξi,u1 ||22 ` 24C2pt ´ sq2
CDpt´ sqα`1
pα ` 1q2?T ´ τ .
The last term is a Oppt´ sq2q for τ ă T as expected
For later convenience, let us write Es “ EW˚pB,αT´spAqq.
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It remains to compute for D,E P Fs a covariance term but from free markovianity, one
gets for s ă t:
τppSi,t ´ Si,sqDpSi,t ´ Si,sqEq
“ τppSi,T´t ´ Si,T´s `
ż t
s
duξi,uqEspDqpSi,T´t ´ Si,T´s `
ż t
s
duξi,uqEspEqq
“ τppSi,T´s ´ Si,T´tqrEtpEspDqqspSi,T´s ´ Si,T´tqEtpEspEqqsq
` τppSi,T´t ´ Si,T´sqrEspDq ´ EtpEspDqqspSi,T´t ´ Si,T´sqEtpEspEqqsq
` τppSi,T´t ´ Si,T´sqrEtpEspDqqspSi,T´t ´ Si,T´sqrEspEq ´ EtpEspEqqsq
` τppSi,T´t ´ Si,T´sqrEspDq ´ EtpEspDqqspSi,T´t ´ Si,T´sqrEspEq ´ EtpEspEqqsq
` τppSi,T´t ´ Si,T´sqEspDqp
ż t
s
duξi,uqEspEqq
` τpp
ż t
s
duξi,uqEspDqpSi,T´t ´ Si,T´sqEspEqq
` τpp
ż t
s
duξi,uqEspDqp
ż t
s
duξi,uqEspEqq
“ τpηpEBprEtpEspDqqsqqrEtpEspEqqsq ` opt´ sq
“ τpηpEBpDqqEq ` opt´ sq.
We used in the next-to-last line that Si,T´s is a free Brownian motion via its covariance and
the estimates ||Si,T´s´Si,T´t|| ď 2
?
t´ s, pt´ sq||pEs´EtqpCq||2 “ pt´ sq||C´EFtpCq||2 “
opt ´ sq (for C P W ˚pB, αT´spAqq following by Kaplansky density Theorem from the case
C P BxX is, i “ 1, ..., Ny) and :
|
ż t
s
du1
ż t
s
du2τppξi,u1qEspAqpξi,u2qEspDqq|
“ 2
ż t
s
du|pt´ uqτpξi,uEspAqξi,uEspDqq| `
CDpt´ uqα`1
pα` 1q?T ´ t ||A|| ||D||
ď 2||A|| ||D||rpt´ sq
ż t
s
du||ξi,u||22 `
CDpt´ sqα`2
pα ` 1qpα ` 2q?T ´ t s “ opt ´ sq,
with again the last estimate for s ă t ď τ ă T and similarly (case A “ D “ 1) || şt
s
duξi,u||22 “
opt´ sq. This concludes since having a free Brownian motion on r0, τ s for any τ ă T easily
gives a free Brownian motion on r0, T s, using the improved estimates obtained on r0, T q (from
the newly proven fact that we have a free Brownian motion), their extension by continuity
to r0, T s and the free Paul Lévy’s Thm again). 
2.2. Preliminaries on certain unbounded operators and stochastic integrals. We
now want to obtain a SDE for the reversed process.
To improve our previous result and deduce regularity results for the conjugate variable,
we will need several technical preliminaries gathered in the following lemma.
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We will also need to consider an ad hoc space of “Regular bi-processes” adapted to the
reversed filtration, in order to manipulate first Riemann like sums before applying density
results.
Rpr0, T sq “ ts ÞÑ Vs P pDpδˆsq X Fsq balg pDpδˆsq X Fsq | s ÞÑ Vs P C1pr0, T s,MbˆMq,
s ÞÑ pδˆs b 1pVsqq ‘ p1b δˆsqpVsq P Bpr0, T s,HpM, η ˝ EBqbˆM ‘MbˆHpM, η ˝EBqq,
s ÞÑ pδˆs b δˆspVsqq P Bppr0, T s,HpM, η ˝ EBqbˆHpM, η ˝ EBqq,
ps, uq ÞÑ pδˆs b 1pVuqq ‘ p1b δˆsqpVuq P
Bpr0, T s, C1pr0, .s,HpM, η ˝ EBqbˆL2pMq ‘ L2pMqbˆHpM, η ˝ EBqqu,
where B denotes a space of bounded function, for instance the last space has a norm :
sup
sPr0,T s
sup
uPr0,ss
||pδˆs b 1pVuqq ‘ p1b δˆsqpVuq|| ` || BBupδˆs b 1pVuqq ‘ p1b δˆsqpVuq||.
Also recall that L8pr0, T s,Mq :“ L8pr0, T s, dLebqb¯M the von Neumann algebraic tensor
product has predual L1pr0, T s,Mq defined in Bochner’s sense, but that L8pr0, T s, L1pMqq is
defined (when M has separable predual) in a measure theoretic way as the space of weak-*
scalarly measurable functions bounded in the right norm (which is not L8 in Bochner’s
sense). Recall also we wrote Es “ EW˚pB,αT´spAqq. We will use freely non-commutative
Dirichlet forms techniques, see e.g. [5]. Note that we will use crucially that the non-reversed
filtration is better behaved e.g. continuous. (C.5) can also be seen as such a regularity in
the original direction of time.
We gather our preliminary technicalities in the next :
Lemma 16. Assume assumption (C).
(1) Let s P r0, T s, then for any U P F sXDpδˆsq, we have EspUq P Dpδsq and ||δsEspUq|| ď
||δˆspUq||.
(2) L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqq “ tf P L2pr0, T s, L2pMqqfpsq P L2pW ˚pαT´spAqqqa.e.u is a
closed subspace of L2pr0, T s, L2pMqq (If Ps is the projection on L2pW ˚pαT´spAqqq, P :
f ÞÑ ps ÞÑ Pspfpsqq is the corresponding projection). Likewise L2biadpr0, T s,HpM, η ˝
EBqq “ tf P L2pr0, T s,HpM, η ˝ EBqqfpsq P HpW ˚pαT´spAq, η ˝ EBqa.e.u is a closed
subspace of L2pr0, T s,HpM, η ˝ EBqq.
(3) Let us define
DpEq “ tf P L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqq, fpsq P Dpδsqa.e., s ÞÑ δsfpsq measurable
ż T
0
||δsfpsq||22ds ă 8u.
Then Epfq “ şT
0
||δsfpsq||22ds is a closed form on DpEq, defining an operator δr0,T s :
DpEq Ñ L2biadpr0, T s,HpM, η ˝EBqq by δpfqqpsq “ δspfpsqq.
(4) The generator ∆ of E is characterized as follows (we write ∆s “ Bs˚Bs):
Dp∆q “ tf P L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqq, fpsq P Dp∆sqa.e., s ÞÑ ∆sfpsq meas.
ż T
0
||∆sfpsq||22ds ă 8u
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and for any f P Dp∆q, ∆pfqpsq “ ∆spfpsqq a.e. Likewise,
Dpδ˚r0,T sq “ tf P L2biadpr0, T s,HpM, η˝EBqq, fpsq P Dpδs
˚qa.e., s ÞÑ δ˚s fpsq meas.
ż T
0
||δ˚s fpsq||22ds ă 8u
and for any f P Dpδ˚r0,T sq for a.e. s pδ˚r0,T sfqpsq “ δ˚s pfpsqq. As a consequence, for
any f P Dp∆q, δr0,T sf P Dpδ˚r0,T sq and ∆f “ δ˚r0,T sδr0,T sf.
(5) Let Us “ EspVsqq with V P Rpr0, T sq. Then for v ă T we have :ż v
u
Us#dSs `
ż T´u
T´v
UT´s#dSs ´
ż v
u
δ˚s pUsqds “ 0.
(6) ts ÞÑ Us “ EspVsqq : V P Rpr0, T squ is dense in L2biadpr0, T s,HpM, η ˝ EBqq.
(7) L8biadpr0, T s,Mq :“ L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqqXL8pr0, T s,Mq is a finite von Neumann alge-
bra with GNS construction L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqq with respect to the canonical induced
trace τr0,T spfq “
şT
0
τpfpsqqds, and with predual
L1biadpr0, T s, L1pMqq :“ L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqq
L1 Ă L1pr0, T s, L1pMqq.
E is a (completely) Dirichlet form on L8biadpr0, T s,Mq and the canonical L1-extension
of its generator (cf. [23, section 1.4], called Ψ there) has domain :
Dp∆1q “ tf P L8biadpr0, T s,Mq, fpsq P Dp∆1sqa.e., s ÞÑ ∆1sfpsq meas.
ż T
0
||∆1sfpsq||1ds ă 8u,
and moreover, for any f P Dp∆1q (the corresponding L1-extension for ∆), for
almost every s, ∆1pfqpsq “ ∆1sfpsq.
Proof. (1) Take V P Dp∆sq, so that by assumption (C.5)
xpδˆspUqq, δspV qy “ xU, ∆ˆspV qy “ xU,∆spV qy “ xEupUq,∆spV qy “ xδspEspUqq, δspV qy,
where the next to last equality shows EspUq P Dpδsq, and the inequality by duality.
(2) Take fn P L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqq converging to f in L2. Up to extraction it also con-
verges almost everywhere but a.e. Psfnpsq “ fnpsq (@n) and ||Psfn ´ Psf ||22psq Ñ 0,
i.e. by uniqueness of the limit Psfpsq “ fpsq almost everywhere.
For the statement about P , first define P on the dense subset L8pr0, T s, lCq b
L2pM, τq with value L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqq. For this we have to check that for a constant
b P L2pMq Pspbq is Bochner measurable, then it will be obviously in L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqq
and the same will be true for the value of the map on the dense set above. But
Ps “ EFsEFs (by freeness with amalgamation in assumption (B.2)) and by assump-
tion Fs is a continuous filtration i.e. EFspbq is continuous in L2pMq thus again
approximated by density by the set L8pr0, T s, lCq b L2pM, τq so that it suffices to
check that for b P L2pM, τq, E
Fs
pbq is also Bochner measurable. But as we noted
in remark 13, F s is left continuous thus so is EFspbq in L2, thus it is Bochner mea-
surable, as we wanted. We can now easily extend P to the operator stated in the
statement.
(3) Take a Cauchy sequence fn in DpEq with norm E1{21 . Recall E1pxq “ ||x||22 ` Epxq is
the squared graph norm or a coercive version of E . Thus fn, s ÞÑ Bsfnpsq converge to
f, g in L2, and moreover modulo extraction, they converge almost surely and in L2.
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Since Bs is closed, on the almost sure convergence set fpsq P DpBsq, gpsq “ Bsfpsq
this concludes to f P DpEq and DpEq complete.
(4) The fact that Dp∆q is included in the domain of the generator is obvious. Con-
versely, take f in the domain of the generator so that by definition f P DpEq and
for any v P DpEq v ÞÑ şT
0
dsxδsfpsq, δsvpsqy defines a continuous linear form on a
dense subset of L2biad thus on L
2
biad. Thus by duality, we have w P L2biad such thatşT
0
dsxδspfpsqq, δsvpsqy “
şT
0
dsxwpsq, vpsqy. Since for any g P L8pr0, T s, lCq, gv is again
in DpEq, we get by scalar-Lp spaces duality that xδspfpsqq, δsvpsqy “ xwpsq, vpsqy as
function of s in L1pr0, T s, lCq thus especially almost everywhere.
Now we can take the specific vpsq “ αT´spP q for P in a dense countable lQ-
subalgebra of A which is still a core of δs after taking the image by αT´s for any
s. Thus, in the equality above vpsq can be replaced a.e. by any v P Dpδsq and
since a.e. ||wpsq||2 ă 8 one deduces fpsq P Dp∆sq a.e. and ∆spfpsqq “ ws. Thus
s ÞÑ ∆spfpsqq P L2biad. This concludes the computation of the domain and the equality
p∆fqpsq :“ wpsq “ ∆spfpsqq.
The proof of the second statement is similar.
(5) We have by construction and continuity (right and left) of the filtration Fs the con-
tinuity of Us “ EFT´spVsq say in L2 so that :ż u
v
Us#dSs “ lim
mÑ8
mÿ
k“1
pUv`kpu´vq{mq#pSv`pk`1qpu´vq{m ´ Sv`kpu´vq{mq
ż T´v
T´u
UT´s#dSs “ lim
nÑ8
mÿ
k“1
pUv`pk`1qpu´vq{m#pST´pv`kpu´vq{mq ´ ST´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mqq
We have to compute the quadratic variation like quantity :
ż u
v
Us#dSs `
ż T´v
T´u
UT´s#dSs “ lim
mÑ8
´
mÿ
k“1
pUv`kpu´vq{m ´ Uv`pk`1qpu´vq{mqq#pST´pv`kpu´vq{mq ´ ST´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mqq
`
mÿ
k“1
pUv`kpu´vq{mqq#p
ż v`pk`1qpu´vq{m
v`kpu´vq{m
ξwdwq
where we wrote with a small abuse of notation : Uv`kpu´vq{m ´ Uv`pk`1qpu´vq{m “
Rk,m `Wk,m with
Rk,m “ ιpEv`pk`1qpu´vq{mpVv`kpu´vq{m ´ Vv`pk`1qpu´vq{mqq,
Wk,m “ ιpEv`kpu´vq{mpVv`kpu´vq{mq ´ Ev`pk`1qpu´vq{mpVv`kpu´vq{mqq,
with Ev`kpu´vq{m the tensor product of the corresponding conditional expectation in
projective tensor product, ι the canonical map for MbˆM to L2pM b Mq. Since
V is C1, ||Rk,m|| ď 1m suptPr0,T s || BBtVt|| so that limmÑ8
řm
k“1Rk,m#pST´pv`kpu´vq{mq ´
ST´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mqq “ 0 e.g. inM. Let us write for convenience :Spk,nq :“ pST´pv`kpu´vq{mq´
ST´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
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We now estimate
rAs :“ ||
mÿ
k“1
Wk,m#S
pk,nq ´
ÿ
i
ż v
u
dwpm ˝ p1b η ˝ EB b 1qpδi,w b 1` 1b δi,wqpUwq}1
We first consider the case in which Vv`kpu´vq{m “ ak,m b bk,m and for convenience we
write Ek,m “ Ev`kpu´vq{m.
We know from equation (3) extended from X to Ek,mpak,mq that
pEk,m ´ Ek`1,mqak,m “
ż T´pv`kpu´vq{mq
T´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
pδT´spET´s ˝ Ek,mpak,mqq#dSs.
By point (1) we have just proved ||δpv`kpu´vq{mqEk,mpak,mq|| ď ||δˆpv`kpu´vq{mqpak,mq||
and moreover using equation (3) again and by lemma 14 for T ´ s ď T ´ pv ` kpu´
vq{mq :
||δsEsαT´pv`kpu´vq{mqpP q|| “ ||δspαT´sKT´v`kpu´vq{mqT´s pP q|| ď C||δpv`kpu´vq{mqαT´pv`kpu´vq{mqpP q||2
for P P A so that the inequality extends to Dpδpv`kpu´vq{mqq and thus :
||pEk,m ´ Ek`1,mqak,m||2 ď C
c
1
m
||δˆpv`kpu´vq{mqpak,mq||,
||
mÿ
k“1
pEk,m ´ Ek`1,mqpak,mqpSpk,nqqpEk,m ´ Ek`1,mqpbk,mq||1
ď 2C 1?
m
sup
k
||δˆpv`kpu´vq{mqpak,mq|| ||δˆpv`kpu´vq{mqpbk,mq||
From Ito formula (version of Proposition 6) applied to S and (3) and from orthog-
onality, we know that :
rBs “ ||
mÿ
k“1
rpEk`1,mpak,mqpSpk,nqpEk,m ´ Ek`1,mqpbk,mqq
´
ÿ
k
ż T´pv`kpu´vq{mq
T´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
dwpm ˝ p1b η ˝ EB b 1qpET´wpak,mq b pδT´wpET´w ˝ Ek,mpbk,mqqs}1
ď
˜
mÿ
k“1
||
ż T´pv`kpu´vq{mq
T´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
pEk`1,mpak,mqdSwpET´w ´ Ek`1,mqpbk,mqq
`
ż T´pv`kpu´vq{mq
T´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
pEk`1,mpak,mqpSw ´ ST´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mqqδT´wpET´wqpbk,mqq#dSw}22
¸1{2
` ||
ÿ
k
ż T´pv`kpu´vq{mq
T´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
dwpm ˝ p1b η ˝ EB b 1qppET´w ´ Ek`1,mqpak,mq b pδT´wpET´wpbk,mqqs}1
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so that
rBs ď
gffe2 mÿ
k“1
||ak,m||22
ż T´pv`kpu´vq{mq
T´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
dw||pET´w ´ Ek`1,mqpbk,mqq||22
`
gffe2 mÿ
k“1
||ak,m||2
ż T´pv`kpu´vq{mq
T´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
dw||Sw ´ ST´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mqq||2||δT´wpET´wqpbk,mq}22
`
mÿ
k“1
ż T´pv`kpu´vq{mq
T´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
dw||ppET´w ´ Ek`1,mqpak,mq||2||δT´wpET´wpbk,mqqs}2
ď 4C
m
gffe mÿ
k“1
||ak,m||2||δˆpv`kpu´vq{mqpbk,mq||2
` C
m
?
m
mÿ
k“1
||δˆpv`kpu´vq{mqpak,mq||||δˆpv`kpu´vq{mqpbk,mq||
where we used in the last line our previously shown inequalities.
We will of course also use a symmetric bound.
All the previous inequalities can be extended to any V by linearity and density. It
remains to bound :
||
mÿ
k“1
ÿ
i
ż T´pv`kpu´vq{mq
T´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
dwpm ˝ p1b η ˝ EB b 1q1b δi,T´wrpET´w b ET´wqpVv`kpu´vq{m ´ VT´wqs}1
ď ?n
mÿ
k“1
ż T´pv`kpu´vq{mq
T´pv`pk`1qpu´vq{mq
dw||p1b δˆT´wqpVv`kpu´vq{m ´ VT´wqs}L2pMqbˆHpM,η˝EBq
ď
?
n
m
sup
wPr0,T s
sup
sPr0,ws
|| BBsp1b δˆwqpVsqs}L2pMqbˆHpM,η˝EBq
Summarizing our estimates, we got :
rAs ď 2p1` nqC 1?
m
sup
sPru,vs
||δˆs b δˆspVsq||HpM,η˝EBqbˆHpM,η˝EBq
` 4C?
m
sup
sPru,vs
´
||p1b δˆsqpVsqs}MbˆHpM,η˝EBq ` ||pδˆs b 1qpVsqs}HpM,η˝EBqbˆM
¯
`
?
n
m
sup
wPr0,T s
sup
sPr0,ws
|| BBsp1b δˆwqpVsqs}L2pMqbˆHpM,η˝EBq ` ||
B
Bspδˆw b 1qpVsqs}HpM,η˝EBqbˆL2pMq
And the bound tends to zero as expected.
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Similarly, one can estimate for s P rv ` kpu´ vq{m, v ` pk ` 1qpu´ vq{ms :
||pUi,v`kpu´vq{m ´ pUi,sq||L2pMqbˆL2pMq ď
1
m
sup
tPr0,T s
|| BBtVt||MbˆM
` C
2
m
||δˆv`kpu´vq{m b δˆv`kpu´vq{mpVv`kpu´vq{mq||HpM,η˝EBqbˆHpM,η˝EBq
` C?
m
´
||1b δˆv`kpu´vq{mpVv`kpu´vq{mq||MbˆHpM,η˝EBq ` ||δˆv`kpu´vq{m b 1pVv`kpu´vq{mq||HpM,η˝EBqbˆM
¯
Finally we bound :
||
mÿ
k“1
pUv`kpu´vq{mqq#p
ż v`pk`1qpu´vq{m
v`kpu´vq{m
ξwdw ´
ÿ
i
ż v
u
pUi,sq#ξi,sds||1
ď
mÿ
k“1
ż v`pk`1qpu´vq{m
v`kpu´vq{m
ÿ
i
||pUi,v`kpu´vq{m ´ pUi,sq#ξi,s||1ds
ď Cn
m
?
T ´ v suptPr0,T s ||
B
BtVt||MbˆM
` C
3n
m
?
T ´ v suptPr0,T s ||δˆt b δˆtpVtq||HpM,η˝EBqbˆHpM,η˝EBq
` C
2napT ´ vqm suptPr0,T s
´
||1b δˆtpVtq||MbˆHpM,η˝EBq ` ||δˆt b 1pVtq||HpM,η˝EBqbˆM
¯
,
where we used (C.2) to bound ||ξi,s||. Putting everything together and using Voiculescu’s
formula in lemma 12, this concludes.
(6) From free markovianity and (1), its suffices to proveRpr0, T sq is dense in L2adpr0, T s,HpF, η˝
EBq. It thus suffices to approximate an adapted simple processes
Vs “
m´1ÿ
k“0
1rkT {m,pk`1qT {mqpsqVpkq
byRpr0, T sq and one can assume by density Vpkq P pDpδˆkT {mqXFkT {mqbalgpDpδˆkT {mqX
FkT {mq, so that from assumption (C.5) Vs P pDpδˆsq X F sq balg pDpδˆsq X F sq for any
s. Now Vt is approximated by V ˚ ϕl the adapted time convolution with the smooth
functions ϕlpxq “ lϕplxq for ϕ smooth non-negative supported on r0, 1s of integral 1
(cf. proof of lemma 2).
It thus remains to check V ˚ ϕn P Rpr0, T sq
Note that again pV ˚ ϕlqs P pDpδˆsq X Fsq balg pDpδˆsq X F sq since for s P r0, T s :
pV ˚ ϕlqs “
ż T^s
0
duVuϕlps´ uqdu “
m´1p^sm{T qÿ
k“0
Vpkqp
ż
rkT {m,pk`1qT {mq
duϕlps´ uqq.
From this expression and the last inequality in assumption (C.5), pV ˚ϕlq P Rpr0, T sq
is now easy so that we leave the details to the reader.
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(7) Clearly, L8biadpr0, T s,Mq is a von Neumann subalgebra L8pr0, T s,Mq. Indeed, it is
clearly a ˚-subalgebra and if vn P L8biadpr0, T s,Mq converges weakly in L8pr0, T s,Mq
it especially converges in L2pr0, T s, L2pMqq thus by the point (1) above the limit
is still in L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqq and thus in L8biadpr0, T s,Mq. The statement about
the finite subalgebra property and the predual follows once the GNS construction
identified. But for any positive f P L2biadpr0, T s, L2pMqq, the functional calculus
αf
α`f P L8biadpr0, T s,Mq clearly converges to f in L2 when α Ñ 8, giving the GNS
construction for L8biadpr0, T s,Mq.
The Dirichlet form statement is now obvious since functional calculus is computed
pointwise in time. The statement about ∆1 follows similarly as the previous point
(4) once noted the density result in lemma 12 of αT´spAq.

2.3. Reversed Markovian Stochastic Integrals and SDE for the reversed process.
From the result of (5) in the previous lemma, one can expect that for any Y P Dp∆q:ż v
u
δspYsq#dSs `
ż T´u
T´v
δspYsq#dSs “
ż v
u
∆spYsqds.
However, obtaining this result is not obvious and we can’t use directly a mere density argu-
ment. We start by proving what we can expect from this statement that
şT´u
T´v BT´spYT´sq#dSs´şv
u
∆spYsqds is an F-martingale with the right quadratic variation, following the proof of our
construction of the reversed Brownian motion. This will the key for obtaining the SDE for
the reversed process, from the one from the original one.
Lemma 17. Assume Assumption (C) and fix U P Dpδ˚r0,T sq.
(1) Let Zv “
şT
T´v UT´s#dSs ´
şv
0
δ˚s pUsqds, T ´ v P r0, T s is a F-martingale.
(2) We have the equality : ||Zv||22 “
şv
0
||Us||22ds
(3) ż v
u
Us#dSs `
ż T´u
T´v
UT´s#dSs ´
ż v
u
δ˚s pUsqds “ 0.
Especially, for any Y P Dp∆q :ż v
u
δspYsq#dSs `
ż T´u
T´v
δT´spYT´sq#dSs ´
ż v
u
∆spYsqds “ 0.
Moreover for any Y P Dp∆1q we also have :ż v
u
δspYsq#dSs `
ż T´u
T´v
δT´spYT´sq#dSs ´
ż v
u
∆1spYsqds “ 0.
Proof. (1) The proof is really similar to the one proving markovianity of St, it thus
uses (C.6) crucially. Using free markovianity in assumption (B.2), FT´s and Fs are
free with amalgamation over FT´s X Fs “ W ˚pB, αT´spXq, X P Aq so that, since
Zt ´ Zs P FT´s for t ě s, we can compute EpZt ´ Zs|F sq “ Er
şT´s
T´t UT´s#dSs ´şt
s
δ˚s pUsqds|W ˚pαT´spAqqs.
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By Ito formula in the form of lemma 6, if we consider the process ZˆT´s “ Zs´Zt,
for T ´ s ě T ´ t, one can compute, using equation (3) for any X P A:
ZˆT´sαT´spXq “ ´
ż T´s
T´t
UT´u#dSuXT´su ´ ZˆT´sαT´u b αT´upδpKT´su pXqqq#dSu
`
ż T´s
T´t
durδ˚upUuqXT´su ´m ˝ p1b EB ˝mb 1qpUu b pαu b αuδpKT´su pXqqqs
Taking the trace and using the definition of δ˚upYuq (and since δu is a real derivation)
one deduces :
τpZˆT´sαT´spXqq “ 0.
One deduces EpZt ´ Zs|Fsq “ 0 as expected.
(2) From the martingale property, one deduces as usual :
||Zv||22 “
mÿ
k“1
||Zvpk`1q{m ´ Zvk{m||22.
We want to bound for v ě u,ˇˇˇˇ
||Zv ´ Zu||22 ´
ż T´u
T´v
ds||UT´s||22
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
´2ℜx
ż T´u
T´v
UT´s#dSs,
ż v
u
δ˚s pUsqdsy ` ||
ż v
u
δ˚s pUsqds||22
ˇˇˇˇ
ď pv ´ uq
ż v
u
||δ˚s pUsq||22ds`
?
v ´ u
ˆż v
u
||δ˚s pUsq||22ds`
ż T´u
T´v
ds||UT´s||22
˙
We only used Cauchy-Schwarz in the last line. Summing up one gets :
ˇˇˇˇ
||Zv||22 ´
ż v
0
||Us||22ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď p 1?
m
` 1
m
q
ż v
0
||δ˚s pUsq||22ds`
1?
m
ż T
T´v
ds||UT´s||22 ÑmÑ8 0
(3) To prove the vanishing of the statement, using (2) we only have to check :
x
ż v
u
Us#dSs,
ż T´u
T´v
UT´s#dSs ´
ż v
u
δ˚s pUsqdsy “ ´
ż v
u
||Us||22ds
From (6) of lemma 16 there exists U pkq on which we can apply (5) in this same
lemma and converging in L2biad to U . By (5) we thus haveż v
0
U pkqs #dSs `
ż T
T´v
U
pkq
T´s#dSs “
ż v
0
δ˚s pU pkqs qds.
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so that using the polarized version of the result in (2), one gets :
x
ż v
u
U pkqs #dSs,
ż T´u
T´v
UT´s#dSs ´
ż v
u
δ˚s pUsqdsy
x´
ż T
T´v
U
pkq
T´s#dSs `
ż v
0
δ˚s pU pkqs qds,
ż T´u
T´v
UT´s#dSs ´
ż v
u
δ˚s pUsqdsy
“ ´
ż v
u
xU pkqs , Usyds.
Taking the limit k Ñ8, this concludes. (The reader will note this argument indeed
only uses the density result in (6) of lemma 16 and not a stronger core property for
δ˚r0,T s)
The second statement for Y P Dp∆q is an immediate consequence using lemma 16
(4). For Y P Dp∆1q, a general Dirichlet form result implies Yα “ αα`∆Y P Dp∆q,
∆Yα “ αα`∆∆1pY q where we used the canonical L1 extension of αα`∆ so that we get
a domination ||∆Yα||1 ď ||∆1pY q||1.
Obviously, we have
şv
u
δspYα,sq#dSs `
şT´u
T´v δT´spYα,T´sq#dSs Ñ
şv
u
δspYsq#dSs `şT´u
T´v δT´spYT´sq#dSs in L2pMq.
Since again by lemma 16 (4) Yα,s “ αα`∆sYs almost everywhere, one gets a.e.
∆sYα,s Ñ ∆1sYs weakly in L1pW ˚pαT´spAqqq thus in L1pMq. Thus, since by the char-
acterization of Dp∆1q in lemma 16 (7) şv
u
∆1spYsqds clearly exists, for any x P M , by
dominated convergence Theorem, τpşv
u
∆spYα,sqdsxq Ñ τp
şv
u
∆1spYsqdsxq. Gathering
everything, this concludes to the last equality.

We can now easily deduce the SDE satisfied by the reversed process :
Proposition 18. For any X P A, αtpXq :“ αT´tpXq P Dp∆sq and moreover, αpXq P Dp∆1q
and αtpXq satisfies the SDE :
αtpXq “ α0pXq ´
ż t
0
dsrαsp∆Q,spXqq `∆sαspXqs `
ż t
0
αs b αspδpXqq#dSs.
Moreover, αt satisfies assumption pAq with filtration F , Brownian motion Ss, with q arbitrary
in r1,8q and drift Qi,s given by : αspQi,sq “ ´ξi,s ´ αspQiq.
Proof. We first check that αspXq P Dp∆sq for X P A, using lemma 12 and moreover using
assumption (C.2):
||∆spαspXqq|| ď
ÿ
i
||pαs b αsqδippXqq||W˚pαspAqqbˆW˚pαspAqq
C?
T ´ s
`
ÿ
i
||pαs b αs b αsqδi b 1δippXqq||W˚pαspAqqbˆW˚pαspAqqbˆW˚pαspAqq
`
ÿ
i
||pαs b αs b αsq1b δiδippXqq||W˚pαspAqqbˆW˚pαspAqqbˆW˚pαspAqq.
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From this and lemma 16 (7), αpXq P Dp∆1q follows immediately. The reader should note
that we don’t have in general αpXq P Dp∆q with the bound assumed in (C.2).
Using proposition 17 (3) one gets (with the integral converging a priori only in L1) for any
X P A : ż v
u
δspαspXqq#dSs “ ´
ż T´u
T´v
δT´spαspXqq#dSs `
ż v
u
∆spαT´spXqqds.
Thus, replacing this relation in the original SDE in (A.4), we got the expected SDE for
αtpXq :“ αT´tpXq. Note that since by definition αs extends to a von Neumann algebra
isomorphism to L8pA, τ ˝ αsq, Q is uniquely defined by the statement in the proposition.
The fact q can be taken arbitrary comes from assumption (C.2) used in our last inequality.
Now the statement about assumption (A) for the reversed process is obvious once noted
using Voiculescu’s formula in lemma 12 again :
αsp∆Q,sqpXq “ ´rαsp∆Q,spXqq `∆sαspXqs

3. Applications to free Brownian motion and liberation process
3.1. Verifications of Hypothesis in examples. We give interesting basic examples known
to satisfy Assumption (C)
Proposition 19. Let Xt “ X`St for St a B-free Brownian motion of covariance η, free with
amalgamation over B, assumed to have separable predual, with X “ pX1..., Xnq algebraically
independent over B. Then Xt considered as in example 7 satisfy assumption (C).
Proof. The check of assumption (B) is obvious in the setting of example 7 with Ai “ BxXiy,
p “ n the free Brownian motions those of the proposition, the homomorphisms αt satisfy
αtpXq “ Xt, δ in assumption (A).(1) is the free difference quotient, δ˜s “ 0 in (A).(3) so that
(B).(1) is obvious and (A).(4) is given by Ito formula (proposition 6) for the trivial process
Xt. By definition, we have the strong solution assumption in (B).(2). Since B has separable
predual, one can take B a weak-* dense countable subalgebra so that (0) is now obvious
with A “ BxX1, ..., Xny. (C).(4) is thus also proved in proposition 9.
From the results recalled in subsection 1.5, (C).(3) is true withD “ 0, ξi,s “ ξipXT´s;B, ηq “
EL2pBxXT´syqr
S
piq
T´s
T´s s. so that since ||Spiqt || ď 2
a||ηp1q||t, (C).(2) is valid with C “ 2a||ηp1q||.
The left continuity in (C).(1) is known from [28, lemma 4.8 and corollary 4.9]. Since we
also have ξi,s “ EFspξi,tq t ě s, the left limit at s is only EXsăuătFupξi,tq and is known to
exists in L2 for elementary orthogonality reasons. Since ||ξi,s||2 is increasing, it has at most
countably many points of discontinuity, and each point of discontinuity of ξi,s in L
2 should
generate a discontinuity of the norm (since the left limit is a projection of the right limit),
proving the last statement in (C).(1).
(C).(5) is a consequence of [28, Proposition 3.8] and freeness with amalgamation which
implies that the densely (from the strong solution property) defined derivation δˆi of (C).(5)
satisfy δˆsi
˚
1 b 1 “ δsi ˚ 1 b 1. The closability then follows from lemma 12 and from which
we also see ∆ˆspαT´spAqq Ă L2pαT´spAqq and the extension property for ∆ˆs follows.From the
definition here we see δˆs “ δˆt on the smallest domain, explaining the end of (C).(5) with
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C “ 1. Since for Q “ 0, ∆Q,t,∆Q,T´t decrease the degree of the polynomial P P A strictly,
building the solutions in (C).(6) is elementary, for P of degree n, one defines by induction
K
s,0
t pP q “ P and for p ě 1 :
K
s,p
t pP q “ P `
ż s
t
∆Q,upKs,p´1u pP qqdu. “ P `
pÿ
k“1
ż s
t
du1
ż s
u1
du2...
ż s
uk´1
duk∆Q,u1...∆Q,ukpP q.
and then Kst pP q “ Ks,nt pP q “ Ks,n`kt pP q, k ě 0.
From the case P monomial, pu1, ..., ukq ÞÑ ∆Q,u1...∆Q,ukpP q is valued in A and continuous
with value in C2pA1, ..., An : Bq. Approximating it by piecewise polynomial functions in u,
one easily checks Ks,pt pP q belongs to the stated completion C1pr0, ss, C2pA1, ..., An : Bqq and
from the inductive relation above, it satisfies
BKst pP q
Bt `∆Q,tpK
s
t pP qq “ 0.
The construction of Lst pP q is similar.

More general examples from example 7 with Qi ‰ 0 polynomial, will be treated elsewhere.
We consider here the liberation process.
Proposition 20. Let αt the liberation process as in example 8 with Q “ 0, B “ lC for St a
free Brownian motion (of covariance η “ τ), with each Bi having separable predual. Then
αt satisfy assumption (C).
Proof. The check of assumption (B) is obvious in the setting of example 8 with Ai “ Bi,
p “ n the free Brownian motions those of the proposition, δ˜s “ 0 in (A).(3) so that (B).(1)
is obvious and (A).(4) is given by Ito formula (proposition 6) for the process αtpXq, X P Ai.
By definition, we have the strong solution assumption in (B.2). Since B,Bi have separable
predual, one can take ,Bi a weak-* dense countable lQ-subalgebra so that (0) is now obvious
with A “ AlgpB1, ...,Bnq. (C.4) is thus also proved in proposition 9.
From the results recalled in subsection 1.5 equation (2), (C.3) is true with D “ p?T `
4
?
2qC, α “ 1{2 with C the constant in (C.2). Indeed ξi,s “
?´1jpU piqT´sAiU piq˚T´s : U p1qT´sA1U p1q˚T´s_
...
{
U
piq
T´sAiU
piq˚
T´s..._ U pnqT´sAnU pnq˚T´s ;Bq, and for t ă s
||ξi,t ´ Etpξi,sq||2 ď 2||UT´tU˚T´s ´ 1||||ξi,s||2,
and we can bound by free Burkholder-Gundy inequality [3, Th 3.2.1] UT´tU˚T´s ´ 1 “
1
2
şT´t
T´s UT´uU
˚
T´sdu ` i
şT´t
T´s dSuUT´uU
˚
T´s and (C.2) which is a consequence of [34, Remark
8.10 and corollary 8.3].
(C.1) is explained in proposition 2.(2) and (C.5) is a consequence of the proof there with
C ě 1. Especially for any s ă t
(4) @P P Dpδˆsq, δˆt,ipP q “ δˆs,ipP q#pU piqT´sU piq˚T´t b U piqT´tU piq˚T´s
Since for Q “ 0, ∆Q,t,∆Q,T´t don’t increase the degree of the polynomial P P A, building
the solutions in (C.6) is elementary. More precisely, for P of degree n (in the grading of
the algebra with degree 1 for Bi, 0 for B), ∆Q,tpP q ` nP is of degree strictly smaller than
degpP q as an elementary computation shows. Let N the multiplication operator defined on
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homogeneous terms by NP “ degpP qP , one defines by induction Ks,0t pP q “ e´nps´tqP and
for p ě 1 :
K
s,p
t pP q “ e´Nps´tqP `
ż s
t
e´Npu´tqp∆Q,u `NqpKs,p´1u pP qqdu.
“ e´Nps´tqP `
pÿ
k“1
ż s
t
du1
ż s
u1
du2...
ż s
uk´1
duke
´Npu1´tq∆Q,u1e
´Npu2´u1q...∆Q,ukpe´Nps´unqP q,
and then Kst pP q “ Ks,nt pP q “ Ks,n`kt pP q, k ě 0.
The conclusion and construction of Lst pP q is similar to our previous proposition.

3.2. Alternative formulas for the reversed process and regularity of some mar-
tingales. We got a reversed SDEs, we now want to get alternative formulas and obtain
applications to regularity of conjugate variables along free Brownian motions and of libera-
tion gradient along liberation process.
Proposition 21. Assume assumption (C).
(1) For any X P A let us write RXpu, t,Xuq “ αT´upLtupXqq, then :
Xt “
ż t
u
δvpRXpv, t, Xvqq#dSv `RXpu, t,Xuq ´
ż t
u
dv∆vpRXpv, t, Xvqq.
(2) Let us write QXpu, tq “ EupX tq, then
QXpu, tq “ RXpu, t,Xuq ´
ż t
u
dvEur∆vpRXpv, t, Xvqqsq.
For any U P Dpδ˚r0,T sq, a, b P A, we have for u ď t ď T :
τ prXt ´QXpu, tqsau
ż T
u
Us#dSsbuq “
ż t
u
dvτpQXpv, tqδˆ˚v pauUvbuqq.
As a consequence, for any t P ru, T s, v ÞÑ 1ru,tqpvqQXpv, tq and for any v P ru, ts,
s ÞÑ 1ru,vqpsqpEs∆vpRXpv, t, Xvqq are in DpEq, and for any Z P DpEq, we have :
τppX t ´QXpu, tq ´
ż t
u
δspQXps, tqq#dSsqau
ż T
u
δspZsq#dSsbuq “ 0.
τprp1´ Euqp∆vpRXpv, t, Xvqqq ´
ż v
u
δspEs∆vpRXpv, t, Xvqq#dSsqsau
ż T
u
δspZsq#dSsqbuq “ 0.
More generally, the result v ÞÑ 1ru,tqpvqQXpv, tq P DpEq extend to X P L2pA, τT´tq, τt “
τ ˝ αt and for any U P Ba2pFq,
τppX t ´QXpu, tq ´
ż t
u
δspQXps, tqq#dSsq
ż T
u
Us#dSsq “ 0.
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(3) ForX P L8pA, τT´vq, ru, vs Q t ÞÑ M ru,vst pXq “ pQXpt, vq´QXpu, vq´
şt
u
δspQXps, vqq#dSsq
and t ÞÑ N ru,vst pXq “
şt
u
δspQXps, vqq#dSsq are martingales in Lp for all p P r1,8r
with null covariation. Actually, s ÞÑ 1ru,vqpsqδspQXps, vqq P BappFq.Moreover,M ru,vst pXq
has null covariation with any N
ru,vs
t “
şv
u
Us#dSs for all U P Ba2pFq. Finally, the co-
variation converges to zero in any Lr with r ă p if U P BappFq, p ě 2.
The proof of (2) is much easier when au, bu P B, the more general case treated here will
be important in the second part of this series of papers, and this is already the case with at
least one of them not in B since this case is crucial for the regularity part of (3). This is
also of course the basis of the improved orthogonality for any stochastic integral. The zero
covariation part of (3) can be seen as still an improvement of the orthogonality in (2).
Proof. (1) This is an application of proposition 10 to the reversed process using assumption
(C.6) and the fact proved in proposition 18 that the reversed process satisfy assumption (A).
(2) The relation for Q comes from (1).
From (1) and this formula for Q, on deduces :
X t ´QXpu, tq “
ÿ
i
ż t
u
δi,vpRXpv, t, Xvqq#dSi,v ´
ż t
u
dvp1´ Euqr∆vpRXpv, t, Xvqqs.
We have thus mainly to compute
τpp1 ´ Euqr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsau
ż T
u
Us#dSsqbuq “ τpr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsau
ż v
u
Us#dSsqbuq
since the stochastic integral is an F martingale. (Note we know from lemma 10 that
∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqq is integrable in Lq for any q ă 8 since q is arbitrary in assumption (A) for
the reversed process.)
Arguing as in our proof of equation (3), we know that for v ě u, Evpauq “ αT´vpKT´uT´v paqq
and
(5) au “ Evpauq `
ż T´u
T´v
δT´sET´spauq#dSs
and note for v ě w ě u, Ewpauq “ Evpauq `
şT´w
T´v δT´sET´spauq#dSs and similarly for b.
Also note that from the assumption on K, the integrand in the stochastic integral is in Ba8.
From Ito formula in the form of proposition 6, if we write Zv,w “
şT´w
T´v UT´s#dSs, one
deduces :
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auZv,ubu “
ż T´u
T´v
rδT´sET´spauqZv,T´sET´spbuq ` ET´spauqZv,T´sδT´sET´spbuqqs#dSs
`
ż T´u
T´v
rET´spauqUT´sET´spbuqs#dSs
`
ż T´u
T´v
dsm ˝ p1b ηEB ˝mb 1qrδT´spET´spauqqUT´sET´spbuqs
`
ż T´u
T´v
dsm ˝ p1b ηEB ˝mb 1qrET´spauqUT´sδT´spET´spbuqqs
`
ż T´u
T´v
dsm ˝ p1b ηEB ˝mb 1qrδT´spET´spauqqZv,T´sδT´spET´spbuqqs
Since the stochastic integrals are F martingales and Zv,u is orthogonal to Fv, one deduces
similarly using also lemma 17(3) Zv,u “
şv
u
∆spYsqds´
şv
u
Us#dSs. (and free markovianity for
making appear conditional expectations) and our previous computations:
τpp1´ Euqr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsaup
ż T
u
Us#dSsqbuq
“
ż v
u
dsτpEsr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsaup∆spYsqqbuq
´ τp
ż v
u
dsEsr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsm ˝ p1b ηEB b 1qrδspEspauqqUsEspbuq ` EspauqUsδspEspbuqqsq
´ τp
ż v
u
dw
ż v
w
dsEsr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsm ˝ p1b ηEB b 1qrδwpEwpauqq∆spYsqδwpEwpbuqqsq.
Note we used in the last line Es where we could have used Ew since w ď s ď v so that by
free markovianity Ew|αT´vpAq “ EwEs|αT´vpAq. Let us apply δˆ to equation (5) for ps ě uq :
δˆspauq “ δspEspauqq `
şT´u
T´s δˆsb 1δT´wET´wpauq#2dSw `
şT´u
T´s 1b δˆsδT´wET´wpauq#1dSw, as
is easily checked by an extension of derivation properties to stochastic integral, knowing the
domain properties of ET´wpauq from its PDE interpretation and assumption (C.6).
Then we apply Ito formula again (after insensitive “multiplication" by Us) :
Espm ˝ p1b ηEB b 1qrδˆspauqUssbuq “ m ˝ p1b ηEB b 1qrδspEspauqqUsEspbuqq
` Esp
ż s
u
dwm ˝ p1b ηEB ˝mb 1q ˝ p1b2 b ηEB ˝mbmb 1qr1b δˆsδwEwpauq b Us b δwpEwpbuqqs
Thus, using the definition by adjointness of ∆sYs “ δˆ˚s δsYs (extension property required
in (C.5)) to make appear the second type of integral of our previous formula using for b P B
τpbcsδˆ˚s pds b esqfsq “ xδˆsppfsbcsq˚q, ds b esy
“ xδˆspc˚s qb˚, ds b esfsy ` xb˚δˆspf˚s q, csds b esy
“ τpbrmp1 b ηEBqpδˆspcsqdsqsesfsqqq ` τpbcsdsrmpηEB b 1qpesδˆspfsqqsq
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which implies
EBpcsδˆ˚s pds b esqfsq “ EBprmp1b ηEBqpδˆspcsqdsqsesfsqqq ` csdsrmpηEB b 1qpesδˆspfsqqsq,
one gets using the equation obtained from Ito formula and a symmetric variant :
τ p
ż v
u
dsEsr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsm ˝ p1b ηEB b 1qrδspEspauqqUsEspbuq ` EspauqUsδspEspbuqqsq
` τp
ż v
u
dw
ż v
w
dsEsr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsm ˝ p1b ηEB b 1qrδwpEwpauqq∆spYsqδwpEwpbuqqsq
“
ż v
u
dsτpEsr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsm ˝ p1b ηEB b 1qrδˆspauqUsbuq ` auUsδˆspbuqsq
Thus finally we got using again Voiculescu’s formula in lemma 12 for δˆ˚s with 1b1 replaced
by Us:
τpp1´ Euqr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsaup
ż T
u
Us#dSsqbuq
“
ż v
u
dsτpEsr∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqsδˆ˚s paupδspYsqqbuqq.
Finally, we got using the isometric property of stochastic integral, Fubini Theorem and
the definition of Q :
τ prXt ´QXpu, tqsau
ż T
u
Us#dSsbuq
“
ż t
u
dsτpRP ps, t, Xsqδˆ˚s paupUsqbuqqds´
ż t
u
dv
ż v
u
τpEsp∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqqqδˆ˚s paupUsqbuqqqds
“
ż t
u
dsτpQP ps, tqδˆ˚s paupUsqbuqq.
The regularity statements for QP and Es∆vpRP pv, t, Xvqq follow from the following char-
acterization, well-known from unbounded operator theory :
DpEq “ Dp∆1{2q “ tf P L2biad, DC ą 0@v P Dp∆q |xf,∆pvqy| ď Epvq1{2Cu.
The two orthogonalities follow from the fact Dp∆q is a core for E and the equations we
already established. The extension to X P L2pA, τT´tq is obvious from the closability of the
form E and from the inequality following from the above orthogonality :
||QXpu, tq||22 `
ż t
u
||δsQXps, tq||2ds ď ||X t||22
The case of orthogonality with any backward stochastic integral is proved first on elemen-
tary ones coming from simple biprocesses, which reduces to the previous orthogonality by
free markovianity and taking Us “ 1 b 1 before in the proof. The general case is obvious
by continuity. The reader should note though that the biadapted case was crucial to obtain
before to get the domain property of Q by quadratic form techniques.
(3) The martingale property in L2 is obvious. We start by proving that the covariation
converges weakly in L1 to zero when the mesh of the partition goes to zero.
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Consider first σ a finite partition of ru, vs, a fixed interval. We have to estimate the
(column) martingale bracket of M “M ru,vspXq and N “ N ru,vspXq, X P L8pA, τT´vq, N “
N ru,vs the generic stochastic integral as in the second case of quadratic variation statement
of the proposition (including the first one as special case when N “ N ) :
rM,Nsσ “
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
pMt ´Mt´q˚pNt ´Nt´q
with as usual t´ the time just before t in the partition. Taking a PM and using in the second
line the orthogonality in (2) (with au replaced by any Eupaqbv, v ď u by free markovianity),
one gets :
τpa˚rM,Nsσq “
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τppMt ´Mt´q˚pNt ´Nt´qEtpa˚qqq
“
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τppMt ´Mt´q˚pNt ´Nt´qpEtpa˚q ´ Et´pa˚qqq
“
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τppQt ´Qt´q˚pNt ´Nt´qpEtpa˚q ´ Et´pa˚qqq
´
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τppNt ´Nt´q˚pNt ´Nt´qpEtpa˚q ´ Et´pa˚qqq “ pIq ´ pIIq
with pMt ´Mt´q :“ pQt ´Qt´q ´ pNt ´Nt´q, i.e. Qt “ pQXpt, vq ´QXpu, vq
Let us defineOt,t´ “
şt
t´
Pt´pδspQXps, vqqq#dSs where Pu is the projection onHpFu, ηEBq.
Note that (computing first by density with simple stochastic integrals, on gets :
Et´pO˚t,t´Ot,t´q “ Et´p
ż t
t´
dsxPt´pδspQXps, vqqq, Pt´pδspQXps, vqqqyq
ď Et´p
ż t
t´
dsxpδspQXps, vqqq, pδspQXps, vqqqyq
“ Et´ppNt ´Nt´q˚pNt ´Nt´qq ď Et´ppQt ´Qt´q˚pQt ´Qt´qq PM.
(6)
where the last equality comes from Ito isometry, and in the last inequality we use again the
orthogonality from part (2) to add M and replace N by M `N “ Q. As a consequence; all
the terms are in M and not only in L1pMq.
Especially Vs “ Pt´pδspQXps, vqqq1rt´,tr is in Bap for all p ă 8 and thus from proposition 3,
Ot,t´ P LppMq for p ă 8. We will use this to get extra boundedness in writing pNt´Nt´q “
Ot,t´ ` Pt,t´ with Pt,t´ “
şt
t´
p1 ´ Pt´qpδspQXps, vqqq#dSs, Nt,t´ “ Nt ´ Nt´ and let us also
write Nt,t´ “ limnNnt,t´ for elementary stochastic integrals, especially in LppMq.
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, on gets :
|pIIq| ď 2||a||
˜
p
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
||Pt,t´ ||22q1{2p
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
||Nt,t´ ||22q1{2
¸
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τppOt,t´q˚pNt,t´qpEtpa˚q ´ Et´pa˚qqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ pII1q ` pII2q.
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Note that by Ito isometry
ř
tPσ,t‰u ||Pt,t´ ||22 “
şv
u
||p1´Pmpσ,sqqpδspQXps, vqqq||22, withmpσ, sq “
maxtt P σ, t ď su. Let us see this goes to zero along a sequence (or net) of refining partitions
of mesh going to zero. Indeed, along refining partitions, mpσ, sq is increasing for each s,
thus σ ÞÑ ||p1 ´ Pmpσ,sqqpδspQXps, vqqq||22 is decreasing, and since if the mesh tends to zero
mpσ, sq Ñ s thus Pmpσ,sq Ñ Ps by left continuity of the reversed filtration, so that monotone
convergence theorem concludes. Thus pII1q goes to zero under the same condition. If the
net of partitions is not refining, it suffices to apply dominated convergence theorem, as soon
as the mesh goes to zero, the conclusion is the same.
Using Cauchy-Schwarz again and the a priori knowledge that Ot,t´ P L4 one gets :
pII2q ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τppEtpaq ´ Et´paqqpEtpa˚q ´ Et´pa˚qqpOt,t´q˚pOt,t´qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1{2 ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
||Nt,t´ ||22
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1{2
ď p0q1{4
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τppOt,t´q˚pOt,t´qpOt,t´q˚pOt,t´qqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1{4
||Nv ´Nu||2
so that it will be convenient to introduce
pIIIq “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τppOt,t´q˚pOt,t´qpOt,t´q˚pOt,t´qqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
pIIInq “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τppNnt,t´q˚pNnt,t´qpNnt,t´q˚pNnt,t´qqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
p0q “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τprpEtpaq ´ Et´paqqpEtpa˚q ´ Et´pa˚qqs2q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Likewise, we get :
|pIq| ď `p0q1{4||Nv,u ´Nnv,u||2 ` ||a||2pIIInq1{4˘
ˆ
˜ ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
τppQt ´Qt´q˚pQt ´Qt´qpQt ´Qt´q˚pQt ´Qt´qqq
¸1{4
.
Since
´ř
tPσ,t‰u ||Qt ´Qt´q||44
¯
ď 2||Xv||2
´ř
tPσ,t‰u τppQt ´Qt´q˚pQt ´Qt´qqq
¯
“ 2||Xv||2||Xv||22
and likewise p0q ď 2||a||2||a||22, it suffices to bound pIIIq, pIIInq. They will tend to zero with
the mesh of the partition since they come from regularized continuous martingales. Then
we will make tend nÑ8, ||Nv,u ´Nnv,u||2 Ñ 0. Let us explain the bound for (III).
By Ito formula in the form of proposition 4, we can write
pOt,t´q˚pOt,t´q “
ż t
t´
rpOs,t´q˚Pt´pδspQXps, vqqqs#dSs `
ż t
t´
rrPt´pδspQXps, vqqqs˚pOs,t´qs#dSs
`
ż t
t´
xPt´pδspQXps, vqqq, Pt´pδspQXps, vqqqyds “ A`B ` C
The three terms are know to be in L2 and C P F t´ is thus orthogonal to A and B.
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But note also B “ A˚ and more is true using Ito isometry, we have
τpA˚Bq “ τpB2q “
ż t
t´
τ rxpOs,t´q˚Pt´pδspQXps, vqqqs, rPt´pδspQXps, vqqqs˚pOs,t´qsysds “ 0,
using again that the stochastic integrals Os,t´ are orthogonal to F t´ so that A and B are
also orthogonal.
Thus let us bound using first Ito isometry and (??) :
||A||22 “ ||B||22 “
ż t
t´
dsτpxEt´rpOs,t´qpOs,t´q˚sPt´pδspQXps, vqqq, Pt´pδspQXps, vqqqyqds
ď
ż t
t´
dsτp
ż s
t´
duEt´rxδupQXpu, vqqq, δupQXpu, vqqysxδspQXps, vqqq, δspQXps, vqqyq,
A similar easy computation gives twice this bound for ||C||22 so that we get :
pIIIq “ 4
ż v
u
dsτp
ż s
mpσ,sq
duEmpσ,sqrxδupQXpu, vqqq, δupQXpu, vqqysxδspQXps, vqqq, δspQXps, vqqyq
Since || şs
mpσ,sq duEmpσ,sqrxδupQXpu, vqqq, δupQXpu, vqqys|| ď p2||Xu||q2 again by (6), we get
a domination, and since mpσ, sq Ñ s when the mesh of σ tends to zero, the integralşs
mpσ,sq duEmpσ,sqrxδupQXpu, vqqq, δupQXpu, vqqys converges in L1 thus weak-* in M to zero.
Thus by dominated convergence theorem, (III) also tends to zero.
To bound pIIIqn if we look at refining partitions, we can look at partitions refining the
one of Nn “
şv
u
Uns #dSs. We have thus the same computation as for (III) :
pIIInq “ 4
ż v
u
dsτp
ż s
mpσ,sq
duEmpσ,sqrxUnu , Unu ysxUns , Uns qyq Ñσ 0
This concludes the proof that the covariation converges to zero weakly in L1, and even
normwise in L1, since our bound above is uniform in ||a||. Let us now see that N is a
martingale in Lp.
We bound using orthogonality and (6) :
||
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
pOt,t´q˚pOt,t´q||22 “ 2τ r
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
pOt,t´q˚pOt,t´qEtp
ÿ
sPσ,sąt
pOs,s´q˚pOs,s´qqs ` pIIIq2
“ 2τ r
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
pOt,t´q˚pOt,t´qEtp
ÿ
sPσ,sąt
Es´rpOs,s´q˚pOs,s´qsqs ` pIIIq2
ď 2τ r
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
pOt,t´q˚pOt,t´qEtp
ÿ
sPσ,sąt
pQs ´Qs´q˚pQs ´Qs´qs ` pIIIq2
“ 2τ r
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
pOt,t´q˚pOt,t´qEtppQv ´Qtq˚pQv ´Qtqs ` pIIIq2
ď 8||Xv||2||Xv||22 ` pIIIq2
Taking an ultrafilter U on partitions as in [16] there is an L2 weak limit w´L2 Limσ,U
ř
tPσ,t‰upOt,t´q˚pOt,t´q.
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Let us deduce there is an L1 weak limit to rN ,N sσ along U . Indeed we have :
rN ,N sσ “
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
pOt,t´q˚Ot,t´ `
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
pPt,t´q˚Ot,t´ `
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
ppOt,t´q˚Pt,t´
ÿ
tPσ,t‰u
ppPt,t´q˚Pt,t´
and the last three terms tend to zero normwise in L1 by our previous bound so that w ´
L1 Limσ,U rN ,N sσ “ w ´ L2 Limσ,U
ř
tPσ,t‰upOt,t´q˚pOt,t´q P L2, and we have:
||w ´ L1 Limσ,U rN ,N sσ||22 ď 8||Xv||2||Xv||22
Actually, we are now ready to conclude more since rN ,N sσ ` rM,Msσ “ rM `N ,M `
N sσ ´ rM,N sσ ´ rN ,Msσ. and we saw the last two terms tend weakly in L1 to zero, since
moreoverM`N is bounded inM , thus the covariation as a weak Lp limit for p ą 1 as in [16]
using mainly Pisier-Xu noncommutative Burkholder-Gundy inequalities (cf their equation
(2.1) we use bellow). As a consequence, we know the following limits exists and with a bound
for p P r1,8r :
||w ´ L1 Limσ,U rN ,N sσ||p ď ||w ´ L1 Limσ,U rN ,N sσ ` w ´ L1 Limσ,U rM,Msσ||p
ď ||w ´ Lp Limσ,U rM `N ,M `N sσ||p
ď 4α2p||Xv||2p.
It mostly remains to compute w ´ L1 Limσ,U rN ,N sσ and get the expected valueż v
u
dsxpδspQXps, vqqq, pδspQXps, vqqqy.
This will conclude the proof of our statement in showing N is a stochastic integral from an
element in Bap . Thus take a PM and decompose by orthogonality to bound :ˇˇˇˇ
τprN ,N sσaq ´ τp
ż v
u
dsxpδspQXps, vqqq, pδspQXps, vqqqyaq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
tPσ
τppNt ´Nt´q˚pNt ´Nt´qEt´paqqq ´ τp
ż v
u
dsxpδspQXps, vqqq, pδspQXps, vqqqyaq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
tPσ
τppNt ´Nt´q˚pNt ´Nt´qpEt ´ Et´qpaqqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ pIV q ` pIIq.
Since we already bounded (II) is remains to bound (IV), but using an equality proved in
(6), we have :
|pIV q| “
ˇˇˇˇ
τp
ż v
u
dsxpδspQXps, vqqq, pδspQXps, vqqqypa´ Emps,σqpaqqq
ˇˇˇˇ
and the convergence to zero again follows from dominated convergence theorem using the
left continuity of the filtration. We thus also actually see the weak limit in L1 of rN,Nsσ
without using an ultrafilter.
Now that we know M is a martingale in Lp for all p ą 1 we can improve the convergence
of the quadratic variation with N coming from U P Bap . From Hölder inequality for covari-
ations, the covariation is bounded in any Lr, r ă p, thus by Hölder again, and the normic
convergence in L1 above, this concludes.

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3.3. Consequences for regularity of conjugate variables and liberation gradient.
Corollary 22. Let Xt “ pX1`S1t ..., Xn`Snt q be a B-free Brownian motion of covariance η
starting à pX1, ..., Xnq as in proposition 19. Then, for almost every any s ą 0, the conjugate
variable ξi,s “ ξipX1 ` S1t ..., Xn ` Snt : B, ηq is in the domain of the L2 closure of the
corresponding free difference quotient and for any s ě t:
Φ˚pXt : B, ηq ě Φ˚pXs : B, ηq `
ż t
s
du
ÿ
i
||δpξi,uq||2HpW˚pXuq;η˝EBqn .
Moreover
şt
s
m ˝ p1b ηEBmb 1qrδpξi,uq b δpξi,uqs P LppMq for any p ă 8.
Remark 23. In [35, section 3.8], the unknown continuity of t ÞÑ Φ˚pXt : B, ηq is mentioned
as a technical problem. It is still not known to be true (or false), but the inequality above
improves the decreasingness of this function, and the inequality above is expected to be an
equality, as in the classical case. Especially, as the proof bellow will show, this equality would
be true if one could prove that the reversed process is a strong solution, i.e. the reversed
filtration F is generated by the reversed free Brownian motion. It would be also enough to
prove M
r0,T s
Xi
“ 0 This is the aim of the investigation of further regularity of the reversed
process in the following parts of this sequence of papers.
Proof. We already recalled ξi,s “ EBxW˚pXsqypξi,vq for s ą v, thus applying Proposition 21 to
X “ ξi,v P L8pA, τvq one gets an improved reversed martingale property of ξT´s on r0, T ´ur
as :
(7) ξi,s “ ξi,T `
ż T´s
0
δpξiT´wq#dSw ` dM r0,T´usT´s pξi,uq
Given the quadratic variation computed in Proposition 21 (3) our three terms are orthogonal
and one deduces the expected inequality : ||ξi,s||22 ě ||ξi,T ||22 `
şs
T
||δpξiwq||2dw.

Corollary 24. Let αtpAiq be a liberation process starting at pA1, ..., Anq in presence of
B as in proposition 20. Then, for almost every any t ą 0, the liberation gradient ji,t “
jpU piqt AiU piq˚t ;U p1qt A1U p1q˚t _ ... {U piqt AiU piq˚t ... _ U pnqt AnU pnq˚t : Bq is in the domain of the L2
closure of the corresponding liberation derivations δi and for any s ě t if δB “
ř
i δi, then :
ϕ˚pαtpA1q; ..., αtpAnq : Bq
ě ϕ˚pαspA1q; ..., αspAnq : Bq `
ż t
s
du
ÿ
i
˜
||pδi ´ δBqpji,uq||22 `
ÿ
j‰i
||δjpji,uq||22
¸
.
Proof. From (2) and proposition 20 , ξi,T´t “ ji,t “ jpU piqt AiU piq˚t : U p1qt A1U p1q˚t _... {U piqt AiU piq˚t ..._
U
pnq
t AnU
pnq˚
t ;Bq “ EtrU piqt U piq˚s ξi,T´sU piqs U piq˚t s and this description, not being a projection of
an element of αspAq, is not well suited for application of proposition 21. We would prefer to
project first and then conjugate. For, consider the homomorphisms on the same algebra as
in proposition 21 and with the same notation (same αt, same δ etc.), defined as for t, s ě 0
α
piq
t pXq “ U ispU it`sq˚U jt`sα0pajqpU jt`sq˚U it`spU isq˚, if aj P Bj .
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Note that W s,it,j “ U ispU it`sq˚U jt`s satisfies
W
s,i
t,j “ U js ´
ż t`s
s
1i‰jW
s,i
v,jdv ` i
ż t`s
s
U ispU iv`sq˚dSpjqs`vU jv`s ´ i
ż t`s
s
U ispU iv`sq˚dSpiqs`vU jv`s
“ U js ´
ż t`s
s
1i‰jW
s,i
v,jdv ` i
ż t
0
dSpi,jqv W
s,i
v,j ´ i
ż t
0
dSpi,iqv W
s,i
v,j ,
where S
pi,jq
t “
şt
s
U ispU iv`sq˚dSjs`vU iv`spU isq˚ is easily seen to be a free Brownian motion by
Theorem 1.
In this way α
piq
0 “ αs of proposition 21 and this equality holds for all times on Bi. If we
define δpiq “ pδpiq1 , ..., δpiqn q by δpiqj “ δj if j ‰ i, δpiqi “ ´
ř
j‰i δj “ δi´ δB (δi are the derivation
computed on the variables αitpBjq as in our general setting, δBpcq “ ´ipc b 1 ´ 1 b cq if
c P Ai, δBpBq “ 0, i.e. δB “
ř
j δj), then Ito formula shows α
piq
t satisfy assumption (B)
with as Brownian motion S
pi,jq
t above and Q “ 0. It is easy to check that assumption (C) is
satisfied. We work on r0, T ´ ss for the time reversal for consistency with the original time
reversal on r0, T s.
Note that as in (2), we have for t ą s ξij,T´s´t “ EαitpAqrW
s,i
t,j pU js q˚ξi,T´sU js pW s,it,j q˚s, j ‰ i
and ξ
i
i,T´s´t “ ´
ř
j‰iEαitpAqrW
s,i
t,j pU js q˚ξi,T´sU js pW s,it,j q˚s. But note that even if it does not
appear in the time reversal of this process, since the i-th algebra does not change after time
s, ξi,T´t´s “ U it`spU isq˚EαitpAqrξi,T´sspU it`sq˚U is “ since αitpXq “ U ispU it`sq˚αs`tpXqU it`spU isq˚.
This is convenient for us since we can apply proposition 21 (3) to EαitpAqrξi,T´ss, calling
St
pi,jq
the reversed Brownian motion andM
r0,T´ss,i
t pXq the extra martingale for s ă s`t ă T :
EαitpAqrξi,T´ss “ EαiT´spAqrξi,T´ss`
ř
j
şt
0
δ
piq
j pEαiT´s´upAqrξi,T´ssq#dSu
pi,jq`M r0,T´ss,it pξi,T´sq.
we thus obtain the concluding inequality :
||ξi,T´t´s||22 ě ||ξi,0||22 `
ż t
0
||pδi ´ δBqξi,T´s´u||22du`
ÿ
j‰i
ż t
0
||δjξi,T´s´u||22du

3.4. A computational application to liberated projections. In the case of proposition
20 when n “ 2,A1 “ lCP ` lCp1 ´ P q,B “ lCQ ` lCp1 ´ Qq, for P,Q two projections with
τpP q, τpQq ď 1{2. One usually writes αtpP q “ Pt and then QPtQ “ αtpQPQq is called the
operator valued angle of the liberated pair of projections and appears crucially in understand-
ing for instance orbital entropy of the pair of algebras A1, B. Let rt “ Pt^Q. In [6, section
1.4], the question is raised how to compute the left derivative of FT psq “ τpprTPsrT ´ rT q2q
at s “ T , the right derivative is computed in their section 2.2 with the help of Ito’s calcu-
lus. The computation of the backward process on r0, T s as a free stochastic integral exactly
enables this kind of computation. Recall the forward SDE special case of example 8 :
Pt “ p`
ż t
0
pτpP q ´ Psqds` i
ż t
0
rdSs, pss
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Thus let P t “ PT´t and jt “ j˚p lCP t` lCp1´P tq : lCQ` lCp1´Qqq so that using Proposition
18 thanks to proposition 20, our result states that :
P t “ P 0 `
ż t
0
pτpP q ´ P s ´ rP s, jssqds` i
ż t
0
rdSs, P ss.
(The reader should remember ijs “ ξs to make the sign computation right.)
Then one can compute as in [6, section 2.2], the derivative of F T psq “ FT pT ´ sq “
τprT ´ 2rTP s ` rTP srTP sq so that at any s ě 0 :
dF T
ds
psq “ ´2r´τprTP sq ` τpP qτprT q ` τprT rjs, P ssqs
` 2r´τpprTP sq2q ` τprTP sqτpP q ` τpprTP srT rjs, P ssqsqs
` r´2pτprTP sqq2 ` 2τprT qτprTP sqs
“ 2 `p1` τpP qqτprTP sq ` τprT qrτprTP sq ´ τpP qs ´ rτpprTP sq2q ` pτprTP sqq2s˘
` 2rτprT rjs, P ssq ` τpprTP srT rjs, P ssqs
Apart from a p1 ` τpP qq instead of a 2 in [6] that comes from a typo in their formula
(2.27), the new terms are gathered on the last line. But at s “ 0 we have :
prT rjs, P ssrT q “ prT pj0PT ´ PT j0qrT q “ rT pj0rT ´ rT j0qrT “ 0
since rTpT “ rT “ rTpT and thus the supplementary term vanish altogether. Thus whatever
the derivative is, it is the same as the one for the forward process and in our computations,
we have :
dF T
ds
p0q “ 2 `p1` τpP qqτprT q ` τprT qrτprT q ´ τpP qs ´ rτprT q ` τprT q2s˘ “ 0
Since τprT q “ 0 anyways by [34, lemma 12.5], the computational mistakes are not such
important but we find dFT
ds
is differentiable at T with vanishing derivative.
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